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Abstract 
Backpackers are a large number of young, budget travellers that move through 
Australia and the rest of the world each year. They tend to seek new experiences, 
travel cheaply, and many prefer to let chance occurrences guide their journey. 
Backpackers primarily flow in a bi-directional North-South current through the East 
Coast cities of Australia. They often form eddies to unknown locations, or pause to 
rest in pools of other backpackers. Backpackers often wish to organize group 
activities, but have few collaboration methods available. They regularly explore 
unfamiliar locations quickly, but have only basic resources to inform them about 
those places. Despite the desired collaboration, only a trickle of communication is 
possible between them as they move. Many opportunities exist for mobile devices to 
assist them with their difficulties. 
We used a combination of mobile group ethnography, contextual group interviews 
and participatory activities, to explore current communication behaviour between 
backpackers engaged in a typical tourist activity. Research methods were also 
evaluated to determine their utility for studying mobile groups. Results indicate a long 
list of inconveniences backpackers face, which have translate into a list of 48 user 
requirements and a table of 35 product ideas. Ethnographic observation worked well 
in person and with audio recorders, but not well with video. Participatory methods 
allowed rapid, inexpensive exploration of a social pairing system and provided 
redesign data. We also learned how different phases of mobility can effect 
communication and behaviour of groups of backpackers.
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The backpacker portion of the Communities & Places project is focused on 
understanding the needs and behaviour of budget travellers. The first iteration of the 
Mobile Information Sharing (MIS-1) study was run in March 2005 to investigate 
communication among mobile groups and explore possibilities for mobile 
technologies, and is the subject of this report. A second iteration of the study (MIS-2) 
was run in July 2005 to verify previous results and explore in-situ usage of mobile 
prototypes. MIS-2 will be covered in a subsequent technical report. The project aims 
to produce design concepts and prototypes of a mobile travel assistant for 
backpackers. 
This document begins with a review of related literature and introduces the concept 
of ‘extreme mobility’. This is followed by a description of the methods used in the 
study. The results section is in two parts: the first discusses mobile group behaviour 
and communication, the second addresses the research methods used. The 
discussion section following this covers issues surrounding designing for extreme 
mobility and utility of research methods. Recommended improvements to the 
research methods used are provided as well as a list of proposed design concepts.   
2 Literature Review 
2.1 Backpackers and Travelling 
Backpackers have been described as “travellers who exhibit a preference for budget 
accommodation; an emphasis on meeting other people (locals and travellers); an 
independently organized and flexible travel schedule; longer rather than brief 
holidays; and an emphasis on informal and participatory recreation activities.” (Loker-
Murphy & Pearce, 1995). Queensland Tourism estimates backpackers represent 
10% of all visitors to Australia and that this is increasing (2003/2004 Research Fact 
Sheet - Backpacker Tourism, 2004; Market insights tourism facts June 2004 - 
Backpacker Market, 2004). Backpacking may be part of a larger trend towards 
“restless mobility” of societies (Richards & Wilson, 2004). Consequently issues 
affecting backpackers now may shortly become issues for larger portions of society. 
Backpackers are part of the larger tourism market which includes package tourists, 
food & wine tours, holiday visitors, and business tourists. There has been a modest 
amount of sociological research on backpackers which provides insight into usage 
situations and social norms of backpackers. One Australian study discusses duration 
of travel, lifestyle, goals and movement patterns (Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995) and 
a recent book discusses international differences and backpacker culture (Richards & 
Wilson, 2004). 
2.2 Mobile Devices For Mobile Groups 
The majority of mobile research has focused on individual usage (for examples see 
(Beck, Christiansen, Kjeldskov, Kolbe, & Stage, 2003; Brewster, 2002; Chincholle, 
Goldstein, Nyberg, & Eriksson, 2002)) and most group research has focused on low-
mobility or static usage situations (for examples see (Erickson et al., 1999; Hudson, 
Christensen, Kellogg, & Erickson, 2002; Olson & Olson, 2000)). Emphasis on these 
individual foci miss the convergence of mobility and group interaction which is 
increasingly a factor in mobile device design (Pinelle & Gutwin, 2003; Weilenmann, 
2003).  
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2.2.1 Collective Use of Mobiles 
Many features of ubiquitous mobile devices such as SMS, voice calling, and address 
books are primarily designed for use by a single person. A number of recent studies 
stand in contrast to this view of solitary usage and one-to-one communications. 
Studies of rendezvousing have shown multiple parties within groups coordinating 
their actions (Colbert, 2002, 2005). A study of Swedish teens found varied examples 
of sharing. These include calling one person’s phone to talk to another person in the 
group, referring to the group state during remote conversation (or vice-versa), 
borrowing and lending, sharing visual and audio communications and turn-taking 
(Weilenmann & Larsson, 2002). Investigations of electronic guides has shown people 
sharing devices and requesting output methods that permit monitoring by multiple 
users. Other studies have shown that remote people in the user’s social network 
dramatically affect device usage and user behaviour (Gant & Kiesler, 2002). 
Consequently it seems clear that mobile device research should be focusing on 
social networks of users and how they interact when using technologies; however 
there has been little work done in this area. 
 
 
Figure 1: a) One person’s perspective on the many; b) many people’s perspective on 
the collocated many; c) many people’s perspective on the distributed many. 
2.2.2 One Perspective 
Some studies of mobile group usage use the perspective of a single member to 
understand the entire group (see Figure 1 a). For example, the above-mentioned 
rendezvousing study used diaries from individuals which concerned how they felt 
during various stages of group interaction (Colbert, 2005). Similarly, a study of 17 
mobile workers observed and interviewed each individual participant, but not others 
that took part in group actions. The same structure was used in a study of mobile 
context which followed individual people interacting with remote others (Tamminen, 
Oulasvirta, Toiskallio, & Kankainen, 2004). A study of a small group of push-to-talk 
users watched individual users interacting within the group, but did not record 
collective group communication or observe the entire group simultaneously 
(Woodruff & Aoki, 2003, 2004). Practical issues of groups moving apart often thwarts 
collective observation (Carter, Mankoff, & Goddi, 2004) as in the case of 
ethnographic observation of a bird-hunting group travelling in formation (Harr, 2002). 
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2.2.3 Multiple Perspectives In One Location 
Very few studies of mobile groups have examined multiple perspectives within 
groups or collective group interaction. Traditional ethnographic methods often enable 
observation of an entire group if they are collocated (see Figure 1 b). Some research 
has been done in this manner with mobile prototypes, such as a study observing a 
group’s usage of mobile proximity detectors to maintain awareness of the location of 
friends skiing together (Weilenmann, 2001b). This study was able to observe 
simultaneous group usage in some situations. Several studies of mobile phone use 
by teenagers on public transport has demonstrated simultaneous observation of all 
group members and an understanding of resulting interactions (Ito & Okabe, 2003; 
Weilenmann & Larsson, 2002). Another study observed individual teenage mobile 
users who were sometimes physically proximate to their friends (Berg, Taylor, & 
Harper, 2003). This study also recorded photos and notes of remote transmissions, 
providing some understanding of remote group members’ interaction. Kaasinen 
reports on seven mobile device studies which used a variety of approaches from 
watching individual users to observing collocated groups and contextual focus groups 
(Kaasinen, 2005). 
2.2.4 Multiple Perspectives In Multiple Locations 
Studies of simultaneous usage by mobile groups is methodologically challenging, 
and particularly so when they are distributed (see Figure 1 c) (Weilenmann, 2001a). 
One study accomplishing this examined proximity awareness devices used to 
exchange information by a group of three motorcyclists (Esbjörnsson, Juhlin, & 
Östergren, 2004). Data was logged from the interactions and all participants were 
interviewed separately and simultaneously after device usage. Similarly, research 
into the use of a portable audio space (walkie-talkies) recorded the communications 
of larger groups of users at a music concert (Strub, 1997). This allowed development 
of a detailed understanding of how different members of the group perceived 
interaction and affected one another. Likewise, another field study observed a group 
of three people searching and rendezvousing while using a prototype discussion list 
(Axup, Viller, & Bidwell, 2005). Three experimenters simultaneously observed 
participants, all group communications were recorded, and group discussions were 
conducted following the activity to understand group interaction and group 
awareness. We have also conducted two studies using team ethnography and audio 
devices to record conversations of distributed groups of backpackers on a tourist 
activity (See Section 3). Multiple-perspective distributed methods, provide the 
opportunity to understand collective behaviour, group identity and normative 
development resulting from technologically-mediated interactions of distributed 
people. However, they can require a large group of researchers, expensive recording 
technologies, and complex and time-consuming data integration and analysis. 
2.3 Situations of Mobile Groups 
Mobility changes the environment in which the group communicates and commonly 
introduces the challenge of physical distribution during interaction (Weilenmann, 
2001a). Some research has called this “mobile context” (Tamminen et al., 2004) but 
it is unclear what is not mobile context when most users move to some degree. It is 
also unclear in this definition as to whether the person or their environment is 
moving. Consequently it may be more productive to look at the degree of change in 
the environment on a spectrum from static to highly dynamic.  
Since information in the environment is practically speaking, infinite, and users 
constantly create context based on their interaction with the world and others; 
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consequently relevant context needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis 
(Chalmers, 2004; Greenberg, 2001). Ethnographic methods are good at describing 
rich accounts of context, but this can produce large data sets and a level of detail 
which can be impractical to analyse or communicate in a timely manner (Millen, 
2000). Consequently methods are needed to select critical situations from amongst 
larger data sets and provide sufficient resolution of contextual details for those 
issues. 
2.4 Tourism Assistant Technologies 
A number of research projects have developed technologies to assist different kinds 
of travellers. These projects use a variety of different research methods: from fully-
functional prototypes to observations of natural behaviour. These studies are 
comprehensively reviewed in a survey by Kray (Kray & Baus, 2003) Examples of 
mobile guide research includes: Urban Pilot which provides new ways to perceive the 
city (Goel, 2002), an operational mobile tourist guide utilizing location sensing called 
LoL@ (Pospischil, Umlauft, & Michlmayr, 2002), and applications to support museum 
visitors (Petrelli, Not, Zancanaro, Strapparava, & Stock, 2001). Other researchers 
have examined existing travel behaviour to guide future technology design (Brown & 
Chalmers, 2003). Brown & Chalmers used participant observation, shadowing, 
interviews, and observations of a tourist centre to provide design guidelines and 
identify constraints for mobile guide design. 
2.5 Social Networks 
Social Network Theory uses methods of depicting and analysing networks of people 
to help understand and communicate the ways in which they are connected 
(Wasserman & Faust, 1994). It draws on graph theory and sociology to understand 
group or community behaviour and make social connections tangible. Software 
support for social network visualization (e.g. Netdraw, Pajek) have made analysis 
more rapid and increased visualization quality (Freeman, 2000). In the area of 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), social network research has often 
used e-mail or other contact listings to map relationships between people (Hampton, 
2001; Tyler, Wilkinson, & Huberman, 2003). Industry has merged social network 
theory with modern web site design and produced hundreds of networking services 
addressing dating, business, leisure, photos, pets and other common interests. (see 
listing at http://socialsoftware.weblogsinc.com/entry/9817137581524458/). Some 
recent social networking services enable interactions between people via mobile 
phones. This subset of social networking is called Mobile Social Software (MoSoSo). 
Mobile devices enable new kinds of interaction, and what services can be provided 
via this mechanism is still being explored. Social network researchers indicate that 
dynamic social networks are not yet well understood, and modelling moving or 
dynamic networks remains a challenge (Gloor, Laubacher, Zhao, & Dynes, 2004).  
2.6 Extreme Mobility 
The term mobility has been used to mean a variety of issues related to movement of 
people, devices, culture and identity (Katz & Aakhus, 2002; Urry, 2001). ‘Mobile 
users’ has been used both to mean users of devices which can be moved and users 
who move and use devices (Kaasinen, 2005). For example, some research is 
primarily concerned with the handheld technology itself and refers to the people 
using these devices as mobile users (Brewster, 2002; Gorlenko & Merrick, 2003). 
This paper will the use the convention of users of mobiles or mobile technology users 
for people using devices, and mobile users for people who move. Research focusing 
on users’ mobility covers a wide variety of different kinds of people, situations, ranges 
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of distance and transport methods. A number of different situations are partially 
represented by the following examples: 
• students sitting in a classroom (Jebeile, 2004; Zurita, Nussbaum, & Shaples, 
2003), (see Figure 2, L), 
• medical staff walking in a hospital building, (Kjeldskov, Skov, Als, & Høegh, 
2005; Svanaes & Seland, 2004), (see Figure 2, M), 
• visitors walking around a city park (Klante, Krösche, & Boll, 2004), (see Figure 
2, K), 
• personnel sitting in snowplows on airport runways (Weilenmann, 2001a), (see 
Figure 2, H), 
• visitors and residents walking or using public transport in a city (Howell, Love, 
& Turner, 2005; Iacucci, Kuutti, & Ranta, 2000; Ito & Okabe, 2003; Tamminen 
et al., 2004; Weilenmann & Larsson, 2002), (see Figure 2, G, I), 
• hikers in the countryside (Harr, 2002), (see Figure 2, J), 
• cruise ship passengers (Yarnal, 2004), (see Figure 2, C), 
• motorcyclists riding around a city (Esbjörnsson, Juhlin, & Östergren, 2003), 
(see Figure 2, E), 
• passengers in cars travelling between cities (Vesterlind, 2004), (see Figure 2, 
F), 
• business travellers (Churchill et al., 2002), (see Figure 2, A), 
• and infantry on a battlefield (Hicks, Flanagan, Petrov, & Stoyen, 2002), (see 
Figure 2, D), 
In these examples users sometimes move in a stationary environment (e.g. a park) 
and sometimes are moved by a mobile environment (e.g. a train). Sometimes they 
move infrequently and at slow speed, and sometimes they travel very rapidly. Some 
of the participants moved between rooms and others moved between cities.  
The broad scope of mobility research provides diversity; but with it comes a lack of 
precision in understanding how mobile users are different from each other. Designing 
a system for a mobile user inside a static car interior is very different than for 
someone jogging down a city street. The potential scenarios of technology use for 
the travellers we are studying are distinctly different to those for other types of mobile 
users. Distance, duration, and frequency of travel, unfamiliarity with destinations, and 
lack of consistent modes of transportation suggest to us that backpacker behaviour 
falls into a category of extreme mobility. 
There are many factors which determine the extent that mobility affects the user. 
These are likely to change depending on the user and situation. However, two 
significant variables are:  
1. how fast or often the user changes location,  
2. and to what degree the users’ environment changes. 
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Figure 2: Extreme mobility is the upper-right quadrant where the variables Change In 
Local Environment and Movement are most challenging for the mobile user. 
Prototypical examples of mobile users are shown, with references for papers relating 
to them (shown in black) where they could be located.  
 
These two variables can be used to map out a space as shown in Figure 2. Change 
in Local Environment is a combination of multiple locations used, transportation 
commonly used, freedom of movement, risk, predicability and other related concepts. 
Movement is a combination of frequency, distance, speed, and duration. Extreme 
Mobility is the top right quadrant where these variables are most challenging for the 
mobile user. The chart is intended to be an approximate method by which design 
teams can see differences and similarities between user types, with subjective 
placement being agreed upon by team members. Quantifying these measures would 
be time-intensive, impractical and situationally specific; consequently it would not 
greatly benefit rapid design cycles. 
Use of this method allows rapid visualization of how backpackers have similarities 
and differences to other types of mobile people. For instance backpackers and cruise 
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ship passengers, while dissimilar at first glance, have a high degree of movement in 
common (see Figure 2). They both travel worldwide, may have similar issues of 
isolation from communication networks and experience foreign cultures regularly. 
Likewise, backpackers and street musicians have a similar level of changing 
environment (see Figure 2). Some backpackers we have talked to carried guitars or 
worked handing out leaflets: a similar situation to buskers. Likewise, while museum 
patrons or office workers are often depicted as mobile, they are in much less extreme 
situations with small degrees of movement and stable environments (Figure 2). 
Backpacking is an extreme form of mobility, in part because of the large degree of 
change in the environment and a high degree of personal movement. Our studies 
have shown that backpackers do frequently take transport such as busses, trains and 
planes. However these are for short periods and change frequently. Backpackers are 
constantly surrounded by new people, staying in new accommodation, and have few 
secure locations available to them. They regularly re-evaluate new people, cultures 
and activities. They also move frequently; most spending between one and three 
days in a location, but varying according to the hostel. Sometimes they irregularly 
stop to work for longer periods, but this is often subject to chance and happens within 
a longer agenda of travel. Backpackers often travel for durations of 6 months to a 
year or more, exhibiting a continuous mobile lifestyle. Many backpackers cover large 
portions of a continent on a trip and sometimes move between multiple continents. 
The rate of movement is irregular and subject to many environmental variables. This 
is distinctly different from business people taking pre-arranged flights, hotels booked 
in advance and scheduled meetings (see Figure 2).  
Producing designs for extreme cases of mobility is likely to find solutions which are 
also applicable to less extreme situations, where this degree of support is only 
occasionally needed. The high degree of complexity in the interactions and 
environments of groups encourages the use of ethnographic methods in the design 
of devices to support them (Ruhleder & Jordan, 1997). Ethnography’s in-situ and 
qualitative methods are well suited to understand complex environments of mobile 
groups and spot behaviour patterns (Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003; Pinelle & Gutwin, 
2003). Our recent studies have explored watching behaviour during arranged, but 
typical, mobile group tourist activities. We have also looked at integrating prototypes 
into the extreme mobility experienced by backpackers to see why future product 
ideas would work or fail. 
2.7 Overview Of Paper 
The remainder of the paper covers the research methods used in MIS-1 and results 
pertaining to observed behaviour and results of research methods. This is followed 
by a discussion of the results, recommended improvements to research methods, 
and design concepts resulting from data analysis. 
3 Method 
We conducted a series of studies investigating mobile information sharing and social 
network formation amongst backpackers engaged in a typical tourist activity. Both 
studies are named ‘Mobile Information Sharing’ (MIS) with iterations 1 and 2. This 
paper covers MIS-1 and a separate forthcoming paper covers MIS-2 (Axup & Viller, 
2005).  
A group of six backpackers was recruited from a hostel for the MIS-1 study. They 
participated in a day-long activity including two workshops, a boat cruise and an 
animal park visit in Brisbane, Australia. The “field trip” consisted of three distinct 
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types of mobility: 1) walking to a destination, 2) using group transportation, 3) walking 
around a location. While signing up participants, hostel staff distributed a 
questionnaire concerning the participants’ recent travel history, future travel plans 
and any travel-related questions they had. No attempt was made to restrict the 
participant demographic, other than to ensure they were travelling and not long-term 
residents. Backpackers typically stay two to three nights in Brisbane and most had 
arrived just prior to the study. Participants were compensated by receiving the trip for 
free. Walking in the city, the boat cruise and park visit are inexpensive and common 
activities for backpackers and other tourists. 
The backpackers were accompanied by two researchers for most of the activity 
outside the hostel. Due to the distributed nature of portions of the field trip, some 
participants were not continuously observed. One researcher conducted discussions 
and took notes; a second researcher recorded video throughout the day; a third 
researcher prepared forms at the hostel and assisted in the final workshop. Two 
backpackers who volunteered wore digital audio recorders throughout the day, 
primarily recording their own speech and those they talked with. The recorders 
required no interaction by participants and were not easily recognizable to others. All 
participants knew audio and video recorders were used, and those carrying audio 
recorders could turn them off or muffle them if needed for privacy reasons.  
The research study began at 8:30 am and finished at 4:30 pm. It began with a 
questionnaire, then a short description of the study and familiarizing participants with 
the audio recorders. The questionnaire asked for evaluations of communication 
frequency, interpersonal bond, relationship durations and trust of travel information 
between the group members. Index cards with emergency numbers and a summary 
of approximate times for activities during the day were distributed. No other 
instructions were given about what the backpackers should do during the day.  
Two researchers and six backpackers walked from the hostel, through the city centre 
and shopping mall, to the boat dock. The researchers attempted to avoid introducing 
any new topics or behaviour to the backpacker group, but playing the role of “tour 
guide” was unavoidable in some cases (e.g. directions to get to the boat.) Questions 
were asked to clarify issues or to request elaboration on interesting topics introduced 
by the backpackers, which is consistent with participant observer protocols (Lofland 
& Lofland, 1995). The boat cruise lasts approximately 1.5 hours and drops off 
passengers at the animal park. The backpackers were given their own tickets to the 
park and were free to do what they wished during their 2 hours there. They 
reboarded the boat after the park visit, for the return cruise back to Brisbane city. 
Upon docking they walked approximately the same route back to the hostel.  
This was followed by an hour discussion and participatory design activity run in the 
hostel by three researchers. Immediately upon returning, the backpackers completed 
a new questionnaire which used answers from the previous questionnaire, pertaining 
to future travel locations and questions. They were asked if these topics had been 
discussed during the day’s tourist activity. Video from the day was then used to 
prompt discussion about information sharing on the trip. Backpackers reflected on 
what they talked about, group formations throughout the day and general travel 
issues.  
Following this, an activity exploring the utility of externally imposed matching systems 
was conducted. Backpackers were paired with others in the group who they had an 
affinity with. For example, BP5 (Backpacker 5) had recently been Surfing in Byron 
Bay and BP6 intended to travel there. They were asked to spend roughly 5 minutes 
talking to each of the 1-3 people they had been paired with. One researcher then led 
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a discussion of the utility of the automatic pairings between group members. This 
was followed by a short discussion about trust of travel information and possible uses 
for an information sharing system between backpackers.  
To additionally explore how social networks change over time, backpackers were 
given a sealed envelope before leaving. It was requested that they wait a week to 
open it, and then complete and return the enclosed postcard (see Appendix E). The 
postcard asked if group members did activities with each other after the study and 
whether they contacted each other after leaving Brisbane. 
4 Results 
The results of the study are broken into two sections. The first discusses what 
backpackers did and what situations they encountered while on the field trip. The 
second examines the effectiveness of the research methods used and the types of 
data resulting from them. 
4.1 Mobile Information Sharing and Group Behaviour 
The six participants had pre-existing social pairings and separated into pairs during 
many parts of the field trip. Six distinct stages emerged: walk to the boat, wait on the 
boat, boat ride to park, walk around park, boat ride to city, and walk to hostel. It was 
expected that there would be fewer types of stages, but environmental differences 
changed to make them sufficiently different. The stages of mobility affected 
communication behaviour. Situational issues such as available seating, intercom 
announcements and changing environments constrained or encouraged types of 
discussion. Familiarity and the shared experience of the park tour increased 
conversation levels on the ride back. Many cases of collaboration and sharing 
between backpackers were noted. Backpackers naturally talked about many issues 
including problems they experienced, information they wanted and technologies they 
use. These problems were recorded and used to generate design proposals.  
4.1.1 Participants 
Four of the six participants were female. BP1 and BP2 were married, from Ireland 
and Holland, and in their mid-thirties. They were travelling for 7 weeks with a 
moderate budget. BP3 and BP6 were friends from England in their late teens. They 
had recently spent a month in New Zealand and were spending several weeks in 
Australia on money borrowed from parents and credit cards. BP4 and BP5 were 
acquaintances from the day before. BP4 was from Holland and in her late teens, 
working while travelling, and on a very tight budget. BP5 was from Korea and in his 
early twenties and was travelling off a reasonable amount of savings. 
4.1.2 Behaviour and Environment During The Activity 
Hostel: Participants started discussions before the study actually began. 
Unprompted, they were holding limited discussions while waiting for the researcher 
and while filling out the initial questionnaires. Topics included: the amount of time 
spent in Brisbane, time spent in Australia, the country and city they were from, the 
duration of their trip, any social relationships to other participants, and their 
professions. The brief discussion captures the character of the work experiences. 
BP4: Ya, I applied for jobs and that. They put me out putting flyers on the street. 
And that was really horrible to do. And then a guy from the bar came up to me. 
[He said] You looking for a job? I was like, ya. [He said] You wanna work in a 
bar? Ya. So I'll try it from Sunday from 5-7.  
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BP1: Have you worked in a bar? 
BP4: Ya, in Holland, I worked for two years. …I also hand out newspapers, but 
that's good fun, because people actually want a newspaper, and are thankful for 
that. 
There was also discussion concerning preparations for an impending rainstorm, “I 
don’t think I brought an umbrella to Australia.” BP4 was concerned about how much 
money she had on her and said “I hope we come across an ATM.”  The group sat in 
a circular fashion around a small table in a room of the hostel used for an 
employment service before leaving the hostel. 
 
 
Figure 3, 4: The walk from the hostel to the boat and back went through the middle 
of the Queen Street Mall in Brisbane, across streets and a set of stairs to the boat 
dock.  
Walk To Boat: Participants left the hostel and walked for 20 minutes through the 
outdoor city mall to the boat. Traffic noise, pedestrians, street lights, sidewalks, 
walking and a stairway were factors in communication during this period, but did not 
greatly diminish it. Participants mostly walked in pairs, or in cases of larger spaces in 
the mall, a row of four. Consequently many conversations were done in pairs, either 
between strangers or between travelling partners. Conversational topics were similar 
to those in the previous group setting, but often in more detail. Topics included past 
travel experiences, details about home cities, cultural issues about home countries, 
and future travel plans. An ATM was requested by BP4. This was visited briefly, 
resulting in the other backpackers briefly forming a group nearby. Participants got 
ahead of the researchers at one point and asked which way to go. They were 
directed to walk down the mall until the end. Most of the backpackers were not yet 
familiar with the layout of the city, although BP4 had been working there a month and 
knew some of it. 
Waiting on Boat: The participants arrived at the boat early. They initially waited in 
line and then chose seats on the upper deck of the boat. The seats were locked 
together in pairs and could partially be relocated (see Figure 5). Seating matched the 
pre-existing social ties of the participants (e.g. the married couple sat together).  
By the time of arrival at the park it was so apparent to the researchers that pairing 
was occurring that when one researcher mentioned “Pair A” the other intuitively 
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understood without explanation. For convenience, hereafter we will refer to the 
married couple (BP1&2) as Pair A, the acquaintances (BP4&5) as Pair B, and the 
English friends (BP3&6) as Pair C. 
Figure 5: Lower and upper decks of the cruise boat, showing available seating, doorways, 
covered regions and stairs leading from lower to upper deck. 
Pair C was initially less sociable than the other members of the group; both walked 
together and sat together throughout the boat journey. On the boat, the other two 
pairs moved one of the seats so as to sit facing each other during their active 
conversation. Pair C sat across a small walkway and traffic noise made it difficult for 
them to hear or face the other two pairs. One of the conversations covered cameras 
and memory cards. 
BP4: I have to delete some pictures, because my card is almost full. 
BP5: Is it? It's full? 
BP4: Almost. 
BP2: Did you find, where you can put them in [for copying]? 
BP4: I can go to the computer shop [internet café] or something, where I can 
burn another CD. But I only did that once, but I didn't find a shop here where I 
can burn CDs. ... I found one shop where they said $7 and they wouldn't do that. 
[unclear, asking about how much memory she has.] 
128 megabytes. I have a cable and I just go to the computer shop and burn a 
CD 
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BP1: So for every SD card you burn one CD? 
BP4: No, I fit it all on a CD, more or less. 
BP1: I have a unit, which takes SD cards.[Unclear asks about BP4’s camera.] 
BP4: I got it [camera] for my birthday. But you cannot close the lens, you have to 
be really careful not to scratch it all the time. 
This discussion demonstrates how backpackers swap tips on how to get the most for 
their money and what travel strategies to use. Other discussions included: cultural 
differences, products available in different countries and recent travel locations and 
activities.  
Boat To Park: The boat filled up with other passengers who sat near the participants 
and interacted with them to a limited degree. 24 minutes into the boat trip it began to 
rain. This resulted in comments from BP1 who had expensive camera equipment, 
and an exodus of passengers from the uncovered portion of the upper deck. Pairs 
A&B moved into the covered area on the deck, sitting on a long bench in a row. Pair 
C went down the cabin and sat in chairs near a window for the duration of the trip. 
Most of Pair C’s conversation is not known as there was no recording device 
available for them. Discussions between Pair C and the experimenter included bats 
(a bat colony is visible from the boat), zoos, and getting wet from the rain. 
Shortly after the boat started a recorded sequence of announcements discussing 
visible objects, history of the area and tourist information began and continued for the 
duration of the trip. The announcements had a large impact on resulting conversation 
by the backpackers. Talking over the announcements was possible, but required 
concentration. Topics in the announcements often served as new topics of 
conversation for the backpackers, and sometimes prematurely ended previous 
conversations. One instance related to Brisbane hospitals as shown in the following 
quote. 
Intercom: Now if you look on the right side of the river, through the trees, you 
can see a large brick building with a teal blue coloured roof. That is the Wesley 
Hospital. It is one of the most modern hospitals in Australia. [Further discussion 
about a building omitted.] 
BP4: If you have to go to the hospital, you should do it in Brisbane. 
Observer 1: Why's that? 
BP4: Cus it's the new and fancy one. 
Observer 1: It's not a very dangerous city, I don't think you stand a very good 
chance of going there. 
BP4: A friend of mine has already been there. He does labour work and he got 
chemical dust in his eyes. 
In addition to prompting of topics, this discussion demonstrates the type of work 
backpackers can become involved in and the grey region between backpacker and 
itinerant worker. Other examples of conversations that began in this way included 
common trees in Australia, and breweries. An additional source of conversational 
prompting was the ever-changing scenery. Bats, houses, and the university were 
some of the visible objects which independently sparked conversation. The trip lasted 
an hour and the boat proceeded slowly along the twisting Brisbane river, passing a 
bat colony, bridges and houses. BP4 used SMS to chat with friends during this period 
and listened to her iPod in one ear while holding conversations with others. 
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Animal Park: The animal park visited in the study is the Lone-Pine Koala Sanctuary. 
It houses a large number of koalas, kangaroos, wallabies, birds and other native 
animals. It spans 50 acres and has winding paths and multiple exhibits including a 
large field of animals with multiple gates into it (see Figure 6). 
Upon arriving, the participants entered a planning stage where they discussed what 
they wanted to do using maps and flyers, and the time available before the boat left 
again. BP4 received a phone call from Holland but had to end it when her battery 
died. The participants asked questions of several park staff concerning the animals. 
Conversations concerned types of animals, how to operate cameras and cost of 
various activities in the park. All six participants ended up in line for taking a picture 
with Koalas. This was apparently not by consensus, as they arrived a few minutes 
apart. Cost issues delayed Pair B’s decision and Pair C who had already left to view 
reptiles and arrived later. After photos, all groups briefly entered a shop to buy animal 
food and look at their photos. Upon leaving they saw a Koala talk had started and ran 
to join it. 
All pairs separated at this point and did not rejoin until near the end of the park visit. 
Pair A headed directly for a field containing kangaroos and wallabies, and then 
walked back through exhibits ending in the bird cages. Pair B sequentially went to: 
the reptile hut, the field, lunch at a café and to the bird cages. Pair C was not 
observed for a long time due to insufficient observers. Conversations during this 
period tended to focus on the objects seen in the environment such as cameras and 
kangaroos. For Pair A there was noticeably less conversation when at the park on 
their own. Pair B continued to chat and discuss what they were seeing and eventually  
went to a kiosk for food. The lunch area provided a low-mobility environment of a 
table, which pair B sat at facing one another. Conversational topics during this period 
tended to be more reflective and disassociated with currently visible objects.  
BP4: Friday isn't it? So we going to bar again tonight? 
BP5: Alright. 
BP4: To the rooftop? And then to the pool. There's a free pool, with a free pickup 
at the hostel. And a there's music there, a DJ, in the afternoon. Except I don't 
want to work anymore. They offered me more flyer work. But, it's terrible. 
… 
BP4: When are you leaving? 
BP5: When am I leaving? On the 20th. 
BP4: When is that? 
BP5: Sunday. 
BP4: Oh, I need to book another night at the hostel. Don't forget about that. 
This conversation over lunch shows an emphasis on topics related to plans for the 
next few days and related to locations near the hostel in the city. Other topics 
included past and future employment, and intentions to see other portions of the 
park. 
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Figure 6: Full map of Lone-Pine Koala Sanctuary which participants walked around. 
Pairs A and B accidentally met near the dingo cage after viewing the birds. After 
briefly mixing they reformed pairs and gradually left the park, stopping briefly in a gift 
shop near the entrance. Pair A initiated a conversation with a researcher concerning 
weather and animals in New Zealand, female navigation techniques and their jobs in 
Holland.  
Boat To City: The return trip on the boat was similar to the initial trip with two 
exceptions. Firstly, the intercom was not used to broadcast tourist information, with 
the exception of announcing the bat colony and a photo opportunity for the cityscape. 
Secondly, the group members knew more about each other and had the opportunity 
to sit in one group in pleasant weather. Conversation rates were higher, at louder 
volume and more animated on the return journey. An initial group discussion focused 
on the quality and cost of the Koala photos which most members of the group had 
purchased. This conversation had extensive involvement from Pair C and other 
group members. Conversation topics included: places they had travelled to, job 
opportunities, the cost of travelling to different locations and advice on future 
locations. Advice about locations often comes in the form of a story which 
incorporates first or second-hand information in an entertaining fashion, such as the 
following quote. 
BP1: In the North of New Zealand, there's a place called 90 mile beach. And you 
can actually drive on it. You can drive all the way, 90 miles on it. It's actually that 
length. They say you can't do it with a normal car, you'd need a 4x4. But we 
heard stories about people doing it in a normal car. Even with a 4x4, at one 
place there's quicksand. You know? So if you don't know, and you drive into it, 
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the car just goes... and some people get stuck. And apparently it rips out the 
entire car. The sea, you know, it comes in and... 
Walk To Hostel: The return walk to the hostel used a slightly different path, and 
participants were more familiar with the area from the morning walk. Additionally, in 
the afternoon the mall becomes extremely busy with large crowds, musicians, and 
shoppers. Participants stopped to watch a street artist and talked mostly in pairs 
while walking through groups of shoppers. Pair C got ahead and separately made 
their way back to the hostel. Pairs A and B (and both observers) went to a juice shop 
and took a different route back to the hostel. Participants had to move between 
heavy crowds of people. Conversations occurred while they waited in line to order 
and receive drinks. Topics included: methods of mailing unused items home, 
discount offers at shops, use of travel diaries and what it is to be a backpacker.  
BP4: This is the first time on my own. And I came here with no plans at all. It was 
the coolest thing ever. I arrived at Sydney at 8:15 in the morning and I didn't 
have a hostel for the same night. I didn't have plans where to go. It was really 
cool. Ya we can cross [crosswalk]. And I feel so free when I'm travelling. I don't 
have any worries at all. I don't have to pay my rent, and pay this or that.  
This conversation, which was discussed while walking, describes the tendency to 
avoid advance planning and to enjoy the disconnection and freedom from the 
responsibilities of typical society while travelling.  
4.1.3 Technology Usage 
Non-electronic: A wide variety of technologies of both the standard and electronic 
varieties were discussed and displayed. Non-electronic objects included water 
bottles, rain jackets, shoes, backpacks, camera cases, tickets, maps, sunglasses, 
keys, ID cards, sleeping bags, money and other items. These are often used in 
conjunction with electronic objects (e.g. camera bags or jacket pockets for music 
players). 
Electronic: Electronics that were discussed or used included: an iPod-mini, diver’s 
watch, high and low-end digital cameras, mobile phones, SD cards, CD-Rs, SIM 
cards and headphones. Discussion of these items naturally arises when people use 
the technologies or when they want to display them to others. Collaborative problem 
solving relating to common travelling tasks (e.g. how to store numerous digital 
photos) occurs and product suggestions are often made. 
Five of the backpackers carried and owned their own mobile phones. The non-
owning member (BP2) used her husband’s (BP1) phone as they were travelling 
together. All five reported both voice and texting (SMS) usage. Family and friends at 
home were common contacts and two participants reported using their phones to 
contact friends met while travelling. BP4 sent several text messages while on the 
boat and received an international phone call while at the park. She walked away 
from the group and trailed them while talking for approximately 15 minutes. She said 
“I’m texting everybody all the time.” BP5 also sent text messages to his girlfriend who 
lived in a nearby city. The experimenters also used both voice and SMS phone 
communications during the study to coordinate observations and inform external 
parties about status of the study. 
Guidebooks and Maps: Guidebooks were discussed but not used during the field 
trip, and were a topic in the post-activity workshop. BP4 mentioned that she hadn’t 
brought her Lonely Planet guidebook with her. However she had brought an iPod, 
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loaf of bread and carried a medium-size backpack. She indicated that she was using 
the guidebook to keep notes in the margins about where she went. During the 
workshop backpackers mentioned the currency and accuracy of information obtained 
at their current location, as an alternative to guidebooks. They also discussed 
problems with outdated information, bias of individual authors, lack of detail for large 
regions, and insufficient emphasis on budget travel. This quote describes the range 
of opinions on guidebooks. 
BP1: The information centre, they have a lot more information [than guidebooks].  
BP3: But it's like really useful. It's right where you are, it's got everywhere we 
want to go. And it's divided into sections. So like places to stay, backpackers 
and nightclubs. 
BP1: Ya but the best places… 
BP4: Are not in the Lonely Planet. 
BP1: But the places that aren't there are more important to staying at. 
... 
BP4: The Lonely planet says they're for backpackers, but there's expensive 
hotels in there as well. And we really don't need that. I think it'd be great if they 
said where the nearest supermarket is. Like Coles or Woolworth's, you don't 
want to go the 7-11. There was nothing in there about Surfer's Paradise. 
These excerpts show strong opinions surrounding guidebooks, ranging from those 
that like predictability and organized travel tips to those that seek the unexplored 
areas and other sources of information. Using information centres or talking with 
other travellers was advocated by in the following quote. 
BP4: Never been to an information centre. I just ask other backpacker for 
information. Because other backpackers know the best spots. They really do. 
Lack of emphasis on budget travellers needs, such as cheap accommodation, 
coverage of smaller regions and practical necessities are also mentioned as 
problems with guidebooks. 
Maps were used fairly often during the day. Small handheld maps of the animal park 
were available and used to plan routes, see available activities and find the way out 
(See Figure 7, Figure 8). Some backpackers complained about the map and a few 
had trouble finding their current location on it; however, it was used effectively by 
many of the participants. One of the backpackers had obtained a free map of 
Brisbane city and others were looking at it and asking about getting one. 
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4.1.4 Effects of Type of Mobility on Group Behaviour 
The field trip consisted of three primary types of mobility: 1) walking to a destination, 
2) sitting in a moving vehicle, and 3) walking around a location. It is difficult to discuss 
the mobility of the backpackers without including other aspects of the situation such 
as group size, density of traffic, impediments to movement, geographical familiarity, 
noise levels and frequency of stops. Consequently these will be mentioned as 
appropriate below. 
Walking to a Destination: Backpackers knew that they were walking to the boat and 
were aware of the departure time of the boat. Consequently they were goal-directed, 
but didn’t know the route or other variables such as how long the walk would take. 
They were also partially directed by social norms which would have made it impolite 
to leave the group. During both the walk to and from the boat, many situational 
variables affected the route taken, discussion topics, and movement patterns. For 
instance, BP4 needed money which dictated a route passing by a particular bank’s 
ATM. Pedestrians waiting at stoplights or walking down sidewalks greatly restricted 
where backpackers could stand or walk.  
Walking six-abreast was nearly impossible because of benches, sidewalk width and 
groups of other pedestrians. Consequently pairs walking side-by-side was easiest for 
holding conversations. Three or four walking in a row, or triangle or square 
configurations was possible. However, these were awkward because of noise and 
angles of body positioning. The backpackers movement cannot be discussed without 
simultaneously acknowledging non-movement. While their overall goal was to move, 
they had to stop several times for the ATM, traffic signals, car traffic and a queue to 
get on the boat. Pauses in movement such as this are due to variables external to 
the backpacker and consequently not practically predictable. Likewise, situations 
 
Figure 7: A portion of the park map. The 
bridge shown is the same as in Figure 7. 
Figure 8: Holding maps in Figure 6 while 
walking to determine a route. 
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where the backpacker wishes to stop are not always convenient because pauses are 
often dictated (and enabled) by external factors. 
Sitting in a Moving Vehicle: Moving vehicles provide both the situation of 
movement, typified by a high degree of environmental change, and characteristics of 
stable environments. In this case, the top deck of the boat offered a stable location to 
place objects and sit, while observing changing scenery outside the boat. While the 
seating arrangement was awkward for larger groups it was sufficiently large and 
stable to allow four of the group members to hold a conversation on the way there 
and all six members (and observers) to talk on the way back. Conversation rates 
were rapid throughout the day, but particularly when participants could sit down and 
face each other. Changing scenery outside of this stable group-discussion setting 
provided frequent and easy conversation topics which also stimulated conversation. 
Participants were observed fiddling with small objects such as keys in wallets or 
backpacks while seated and exchanging or examining others’ items. This happened 
less while walking from or to the hostel for physical and social reasons. 
Figure 9: Pointing at an item of interest 
from the boat. 
Figure 10: Discussing an item of interest 
before the boat started. 
Walking Around a Location: The Lone-Pine Koala Sanctuary covers 50 acres in a 
rural area outside Brisbane. Backpackers had two hours to view the park and its 
numerous exhibits. Other tourists were scattered through the park, but it was not 
crowded. These factors resulted in an activity context (Axup et al., 2005) which can 
be summarized as “see most of the park quickly”. This greatly affected how fast they 
walked, how frequently they moved on, which exhibits were not seen and whether 
they stopped for lunch.  
As the groups broke up into pairs there was much less conversation focused on 
“getting to know others”. As participants were directly interacting with a new 
environment, a large part of the conversation pertained to those topics. Pair A lapsed 
into long periods of silence during this period. It is not clear what conversational 
patterns Pair C exhibited as they were not observed for a long period.  
The park allowed an environment where stopping was possible, either to handle 
technologies such as cameras or to interact with animals. Participants carried what 
they needed in backpacks. Sometimes they set down camera equipment bags near 
animals when they wanted increased flexibility of movement. Walking around the 
park did not leave a clear optimal path, such as occurred during the walk to or from 
the boat in the city. This is likely to have been a factor in the group splitting up. 
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Figure 11: Collaboratively taking photos of 
feeding a roo. 
Figure 12: A busy environment with 
attractions to see. 
Summary: The physical location, arrangement and activities of the group greatly 
affected resulting conversational topics. Stable environments (e.g. docked boat, 
lunch café) afforded sitting, easy device usage and conversation about future plans 
or reviewing previous events. Unstable mobile environments (e.g. walking) provide 
rapidly changing stimuli which continually prompted conversational topics and 
encouraged movement in pairs. Stable, mobile environments (e.g. moving boat) 
provided mixed effects. On the first boat ride audio announcements and new scenery 
greatly affected group communication in ways similar to mobile environments. On the 
ride back, the lack of audio announcements and previously experienced scenery 
supported conversational trends similar to stable environments. 
4.1.5 Effects of Types of Static Environments on Group Behaviour 
The only reasonably static environments used by the backpackers during the field trip 
were 1) the boat for 30 minutes before it left the dock and 2) a café at the animal 
park. It is notable that both of these were unexpected by the researchers and only 
two participants used the café. Both of these occurrences were used as opportunities 
to learn more about each other and in some cases make plans for later. Movement in 
the environment provided sources of distraction and topics of conversation, while 
static environments encouraged discussion on more abstract topics. BP4 explicitly 
mentioned an aspect of this in the workshop. She said “You don't have a subject to 
talk about when you're in a quiet place, whereas [at the park] you can always talk 
about the animals.” This is not however a hard and fast rule. For example, 
backpackers did talk about recent travel locations and activities from the previous 
night while walking to the boat (a non-static environment). However they also 
discussed public art and a tourist park which were prompted by seeing them. Static 
environments permitted distribution of carried technologies (e.g. bags, cameras) 
around the backpacker. Table-tops and chairs were used for this in the café, and 
chairs and floors on the boat. 
The boat had some of the qualities of a static environment such as the ability to walk 
around (being mobile in a mobile environment), sit and set down carried items. 
However the boat was more unpredictable and offered less freedom than more 
stable settings. For instance, competition for seating resulted in seats being taken 
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from backpackers (and observers) at times and only certain portions of the confined 
space of the boat were public. 
4.1.6 Environmental Differences in Study Phases 
Very little remained the same during the day. After leaving the park, participants 
primarily repeated what they had done earlier in reverse (e.g. boat trip back and then 
walking back.) However, the practical experience for the backpackers was quite 
different. In the morning there had been fewer people in the mall. The temperature 
was lower in the morning. They were unfamiliar with the layout of the central city and 
location of the river. They were freshly rested and had energy. They were among 
new people whom they didn’t know anything about.  
On the return trip there wasn’t a long delay waiting for the boat to start, so an 
opportunity for a static location was missed. Upon returning to the boat, participants 
had shared a common experience, albeit physically distributed in the same region. 
One could similarly say participants were time-shifted in the same locations. This 
provided different viewpoints on a common topic of interest, which started off a rapid 
conversation once participants found seating on the boat. The similar shared 
artefacts of the koala photos also facilitated and encouraged discussion. The boat 
trip back had few intercom announcements which allowed unhindered discussion 
about topics disassociated with the immediate environment. One backpacker noted 
that “It seemed quicker on the way back”. Increased knowledge about other group 
members allowed for more detailed conversation about specifics of past travel 
experiences and cultural differences. 
The mall had become much more busy on the walk back. It was difficult, even for 
pairs, to walk together and hold conversations over the noise and while avoiding 
other pedestrians. However, the participants were familiar with each other at this 
stage and had an active environment to discuss around them. Conversation did 
occur regularly despite the physical impediments. Different shops had opened at this 
time and the noise level was higher. Participants had been on a long boat ride and 
BP4 asked if coffee would be available at the hostel when they returned and received 
a negative answer. Shortly after, she suggested stopping at a juice shop for energy 
drinks. 
4.1.7 Conversational Openings and Determination of Social Position 
There were many questions backpackers commonly asked of each other during the 
early stages of meeting one another. These include: “Where you from?”, “Where you 
going to”, “Where were you at before?”, “How long have you been travelling?”, and 
“How long have you been in this city?”. These openings appear to revolve around the 
concepts of location, time and experiences, and operate at different levels of 
specificity. For instance, asking about location at birth (home) gives an idea of 
background. Location a week ago, gives an idea of potential advice topics, or 
possible shared social ties. Location a week hence gives an idea of expected 
behaviour and goals. We observed backpackers rapidly asking these questions and 
quickly getting a fix on who the other travellers were and how they were socially 
positioned. Duration, location, direction and names (of people or places) are 
important data for backpackers to maintain safety and make future plans. 
4.1.8 Missed Opportunities For Information Exchange 
There was a substantial number of missed opportunities for information exchange in 
the group of six backpackers. Our sample size is not statistically valid, however we 
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show percentages to more clearly indicate the degree of problems. 71% (17/24) of 
potential future travel location topics never occurred, and 71% (5/7) never occurred 
for identified travel related questions. This was despite being primed by the 
introductory questionnaire, which was done the day previously by 4 participants and 
on the current day by two participants. In a group activity lasting 6.5 hours, topics 
which the backpackers indicated were important to their future were often not 
discussed. This could be for several reasons:  
1. The other backpackers might not have known the information desired. We 
found a number of pairings that were feasible to make, but didn’t occur. 
However, other questions had no people with desired information in the 
group. For this information backpackers would have to look outside the group. 
This is a design opportunity for linking groups. 
2. There are many topics of interest to backpackers other than what they wrote 
down on the form. They may have been discussing these topics instead. This 
certainly happened, although not all backpackers participated in all 
discussions and it is likely some topics were not of interest. 
3. They may have been distracted by other events during the day and didn't 
remember questions pertaining to their current problems or travel plans. 
Regardless of what combination of these explanations is true, there was still a 
substantial amount of useful information (i.e. knowledge capital) in the group which 
was not taken advantage of by the time the group dispersed. Adding weak external 
social ties or the ability to retain weak ties within dispersed group members would be 
likely to increase collective knowledge capital and quality of the travel experience 
(Hampton, 2001; Kavanaugh, Reese, Carroll, & Rosson, 2005). 
4.1.9 Sharing and Cooperation Amongst Backpackers 
As part of previous project work we interviewed backpackers about their travel, 
including asking about sharing, collaboration and gift giving amongst the backpacker 
community. They indicated broader systems of sharing, that usually took place 
outside Australia, such as book exchanges, shared households and clothes 
swapping. To our surprise, we observed a great deal of collaboration and sharing 
during a one-day field trip. 
 
Figure 13:  Collaboratively storing items 
in backpacks. 
Figure 14: Sharing a photo with the 
researcher. 
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Upon arriving on the boat the backpackers set their bags on their laps, the floor or 
nearby chairs. They usually opened them to use various items or simply fiddle with 
items in their hands. This resulted in a discussion about BP2’s deodorant which was 
handled by others in the group. A water bottle was shared between BP1&2. BP3 was 
collaboratively carrying personal items with BP4 and handed him ID and a wallet. 
They appeared to be using the same backpack even though they had only met the 
day before. BP5&6 had opened a backpack and were exchanging items from inside 
their backpacks. They played with flower decorations attached to their bags and one 
touched the other’s necklace. BP4 took out his camera and showed it to the other 
three backpackers in the sub-group. BP3 took out her iPod and let the group look at 
it while explaining how she used it.  
BP4&5 did not appear to be dating, but were remarkably comfortable sharing items 
and space together. In one instance BP5 wanted to take a picture, but had his hands 
full with other items. BP4 grabbed his camera out of his front pants pocket and 
moved around to take a picture of BP5 posing with a kangaroo. She then placed 
BP5’s camera back in her own bag. Some coordination was arranged for later times. 
For instance BP1 took photos of BP4 with a Koala and got her e-mail address to 
email the photos to her at a later date. 
BP1&2 shared carrying several large camera bags, rain jackets and other clothing. 
BP1 used hand gestures to communicate directions to go across a large field to see 
a new pen of animals he found. BP2 managed the camera bags while BP1 went a 
short way away to take pictures of wallabies. BP2 handed a rain jacket to BP1 to 
carry, who eventually put it inside a backpack he was wearing. They also shared a 
bag of “roo food” for feeding the animals. BP4&5 had lunch together and BP4 offered 
some of her food to him. Other backpackers commonly shared cameras, usually to 
take pictures of each other with the animals. This often followed the pattern of 
“switching” where one posed first, and then the other. Sharing photos was common 
and one backpacker joked about getting a copy of the research video for friends at 
home.  
On the boat, printed photos purchased at the park were handed around the group 
and comparisons made. This led to a review of photos on various digital cameras 
taken of the koalas and other activities. Cameras were physically handed to others 
as well as holding it and showing others. BP2 gave BP4 her sunglasses as a gift 
because she had bought new ones and BP4 needed some. BP4 offered some of her 
snack food to one of the observers and BP1 did the same with a juice drink later. 
BP4 was familiar with special offers from the juice shop and helped the others decide 
orders and how to get discounts. 
4.1.10 Play and Enjoyment 
Throughout the day backpackers maintained a light mood and were socially playful at 
times. BP4 joked that she “could go home now [Holland]” because she had fed some 
of the native wildlife and this was her purpose for travelling. BP2 mimicked eating the 
roo food while they were feeding the animals and shortly after BP1 mimicked feeding 
roo food to the video camera which we were filming with. Participants started to 
become comfortable with the camera about half-way through the field trip. They did 
more “performative” actions that played with being filmed on the boat back and while 
walking back to the hostel. BP4 also joked about the experimenters doing studies on 
“how people talk to animals” after she had been video-taped doing this. Other jokes 
concerned transsexual kangaroos, “photo-shopping” out undesired people in photos, 
and using backpackers’ relatives for free places to sleep. There were a number of 
jokes on the pre-recorded tourist announcements, which the backpackers often 
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laughed at or commented on afterwards. For example while passing the Castlemaine 
Brewery (which produces a beer called XXXX) the following joke was told.  
Some people from across the Tasman [sea] say we call it XXXX because we 
can’t spell beer. Well the joke’s on the Kiwis, because they own it. Yes, 
Castlemaine Brewery was bought by Lion Nathan of New Zealand a few years 
ago. Well Kiwis, we don’t mind if you can’t spell, we still drink the beer.  
The observers noted several occasions throughout the activity where backpackers 
particularly seemed to be enjoying themselves. When first entering the animal park 
they were surprised and ecstatic about seeing the first Koalas. Many of the 
participants had photos taken holding a Koala and enjoyed this. Many participants 
also enjoyed feeding kangaroos and wallabies in the field. Back on the boat 
comparing and viewing printed and camera-based photos resulted in laughter and 
enjoyment. Shortly after this, BP3 who had heretofore been quiet, broke into a long 
and energetic account of her recent travels in New Zealand. Shortly after, BP4 told 
an entertaining story about work opportunities posing for men’s magazines in 
Sydney. Conversations on the ride back were more relaxed and energetic, and 
appeared to be more fun for the participants. 
Backpackers frequently related stories about fun things they had done while 
travelling. BP3 related stories about skydiving and losing her top while bungee 
jumping into a river. BP1 related a story about drinking lots of Guinness and trying to 
fit large numbers of people inside a Mini car for a contest. BP4 related a story about 
a recent road trip in the following quote. 
BP4: Then I went back to Sydney, cus some friends from Sydney were coming 
back up there. Stayed there another 6 days, then Surfer's Paradise. My road trip 
from Sydney to Byron was absolutely the best. It was really basic, and we didn't 
have anything. So we slept in the car, and on beaches, and on grassy knolls. It 
was really cool, they have like free barbeques everywhere. And every beach has 
like showers and stuff. And we didn't have a cooker or anything, so we put it on 
the bbq. And we didn't have a knife and a fork, so we ate out of the pan. It was 
amazing. Cheap wine every night.  
BP1: Back to nature huh? 
BP4: It was really cool. It was the best. I'd rather do that again than stay in a four 
star hotel. 
This description of BP4’s recent trip describes several common situations. She has 
taken a spontaneous trip where they travelled in a small group and simply explored 
what they could on a very small budget. The emphasis is placed on the uniqueness 
of the travel experience rather than the level of comfort. She explicitly indicates how 
enjoyable this was. The original comment refers to her plans after this trip and 
indicates a meeting with friends met in Sydney, to travel further with. Joining or 
splitting up with temporary travelling partners is a common aspect of travel stories. 
BP4 had also been on a one-month chocolate fast as part of a bet with a friend, but it 
had just finished as described here. 
BP4: Then I can eat chocolate again 
BP1: Huh? 
BP4: The guy who really believed in god and stuff like that. At one stage he said 
we have to give up something because Jesus went the desert for 40 days. 
Everybody in the car joined him. So I gave up chocolate. That's really hard, 40 
days. Especially when you get your period and you HAVE to eat chocolate. 
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Others: <laughter> 
BP4: And then I can eat chocolate cake again. That's cool cus you can enjoy it 
more. 
This is another case of the backpackers creatively making their own fun along the 
way and enjoying the travel experience. Other stories related instances that weren’t 
enjoyable, but were exciting, unusual and memorable. Examples included BP3 
having her airline tickets taken and losing her passport while drunk. The 
backpackers’ care-free attitude towards travel is aptly expressed by Aerosmith’s 
Steven Tyler, who says “Life's a journey, not a destination.”  
4.1.11 Problems and Difficulties 
Backpackers both experienced difficulties during the day and discussed problems 
that they had on previous parts of their journeys amongst themselves. In both cases, 
backpackers sometimes expressed the issue as a problem, but sometimes it was 
simply related as an experience. We noted situations where difficulties could have 
been averted or where new tools or design changes could have made things easier 
or more enjoyable. Categories and examples of problems our participants 
experienced are listed below. 
Trouble Locating Products or Resources: At the animal park several backpackers 
wanted to find a water tap to fill up a water bottle, but didn’t know where to find one. 
BP3 wanted to find pants in an uncommon size and wasn’t sure where in the city 
they could be purchased. This was complicated by different sizing standards and 
brands from her home country. She was also looking for a specific type of bra and 
wasn’t sure where to find one. BP4 stated that she wanted chocolate at one point but 
wasn’t sure where she could get it nearby.  
One backpacker was interested in sharing a ride to a city up the coast but was 
considering public transport. 
BP4: Maybe I'm gonna buy a bus pass from here to Cairns. If I can get it for $35, 
then I'll do it. But I hope I can get a lift to Hervey Bay, and from Hervey Bay to 
the Whitsundays, and Whitsundays to Cairns. 
BP2: [unclear] 
BP4: But, well, I often meet people... 
BP2: How do you find them? 
BP4: Usually I just look at the message boards in hostels. It's safer.  
She wasn’t sure if about costs of bus tickets going North or if there were better 
methods of finding people going the same way. Cost was a critical factor in her 
decision (see Cost Of Travel section below). 
Determining Social Function of Geographic Areas: Several backpackers walked 
into part of the food vending area of the park and couldn’t determine whether they 
could order food there. It turned out to be a buffet section for tour groups and the 
food cost was very high. The backpackers had to find staff to ask where they could 
eat, “Do we have to pay, or….?”. 
Quality of Local Services: The seafood at the kiosk was deemed to be expensive 
and of poor quality. Backpackers wished they had bought food elsewhere or gotten 
advice on what to order. One of the backpackers was unsatisfied with the quality of 
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the commercial photos she had purchased. Fortunately other backpackers had the 
foresight to take photos of her at the same time, which she could copy.  
Understanding Public Announcements in English: Some of the backpackers 
complained about not being able to hear announcements on planes and public 
transport. This was partially because of language abilities, fast speech rates and 
noise in public rooms. 
Cost of Travel: Backpackers often complained about the cost of food and other 
services. There were a number of conversations about recent travel experiences 
where other backpackers asked the cost of doing different activities. They also 
wanted to know the cost of “going to a place”, which included cost of travel, duration 
of travel, style of accommodation, tours taken and other variables. Several of the 
backpackers were travelling on borrowed money and attempting to find cheaper 
alternatives. One of them told the following story about her expenditures. 
BP3: I could use my mother's credit card. My mom gave me a credit card for if 
there's an emergency. I put a thousand dollars on it. She didn't do anything 
really. Not while I'm out of the country. I can't afford to pay for it, so I'll put it on 
the card. 
BP4: <giggling> 
BP3: Hey Mom, guess what, I put a thousand dollars on your credit card. She's 
like, you did what! 
BP1: Well, you've got the rest of your life to pay it off. 
BP4 indicated that she joined the research study because she wouldn’t have been 
able to afford the park trip on her own. Backpackers commonly complained about 
spending too much money and trying to project how long they could continue to 
travel on finite funds. Participants commonly discussed finding the cheapest option 
for a given item or experience, and several viewed this as part of being a 
backpacker. After returning from the animal park, BP4 mentioned this. 
BP4: I really don't feel like a backpacker anymore. I feel like a tourist now. 
BP1: And what is a backpacker then? 
BP4: Backpacker is someone who does everything cheap, and doesn't want to 
pay for anything. They don't pay 15 bucks to get their picture taken cuddling a 
koala. 
BP2: 15 bucks is not that much. 
BP4: Ya well, I can eat for that, for three days. 
Safety of Belongings, Trust, and Losing Important Items: BP3 gave her airline 
ticket to an airline worker as part of the process of finding a checked bag that had not 
arrived. When the bag finally did arrive BP3&6 accidentally left without getting the 
ticket back. This was related to a lack of baggage tracking at airports and poor 
customer service practices at the airport. At a previous location she had also dropped 
her passport in a hostel lobby while drunk but had fortunately had it returned. On a 
related note, BP4 reported sending a message to a boyfriend while drunk and 
forgetting about it. It didn’t result in a problem, but provoked an unexpected and 
confusing response the next day. BP4 had valuable items which she regularly left in 
her room with strangers. She said she “trusts them not to steal”.  
BP4: Why did you bring all that? 
BP2: I always carry my tickets with me. 
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BP4: Ya me too. 
[unclear] 
BP2: Never trust anybody. 
BP4: You can trust me, you can trust [BP5]. I leave stuff in my room all the time, 
like my iPod, my telephone, and my passport, my tickets. I'm staying with five 
people, and one of them's my friend. 
Others: [laughter] 
Phones or other electronics that require recharging from a wall electrical outlet often 
result in these items being left unprotected in rooms. 
Questions About Environmental Objects: Many of the animals at the park were 
unfamiliar to the backpackers and those with English as a second or third language 
often did not know their names. Signs on the pens provide some information, but the 
backpackers asked a number of questions of park staff and did not get some 
questions answered. Sometimes staff answers were too brief and backpackers 
wanted more detailed information. 
Information About Local Customs or Operations: One backpacker wanted to 
know if a supermarket was open after 5pm. They considered that it might be Good 
Friday, an Australian holiday which they were unfamiliar with. They concluded that it 
was a holiday and probably not open. In fact it wasn’t a holiday for another week, and 
it probably wouldn’t have affected operating hours. 
Choosing and Carrying Gear: Backpackers expressed gear related difficulties such 
as storing large amounts of digital photos, how to ship unwanted items home and 
whether or not to carry sleeping bags with them. 
BP4: Here it's not that expensive, and they have cool stuff. So I'm gonna buy a 
lot of that before I go back. I think I'm gonna do that a month before I go back, 
because otherwise I have to carry it around the whole time. 
BP3: Oh ya. 
BP4: I even thought about throwing away my sleeping bag because it weighs so 
much.  
BP3: How much? 
BP4: 2 kilos. 
BP3: Ours is only 800 grams.  
BP4: Wow. 
BP3: I've only used it once tho. 
BP4: But I'm going to Melbourne in June or July and it'll be cold out there, so I 
think I'm gonna keep it. 
This conversation underscores the level of detail of travel issues that are discussed 
and how solutions to problematic situations are spread. Other participants offered 
advice on hostels providing bedding, temperature in different areas, size or different 
brands of sleeping bags and other issues. 
Accommodation: Backpackers discussed where to get cheaper rates and the 
quality of accommodation where they had stayed. They complained about noise 
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outside the room windows, problems with other guests in the rooms, dirty sheets and 
other issues. 
Issues of competition for space and resources in busy hostels came up as an issue. 
For instance BP4 had not done her laundry because there had been a line waiting for 
washers. Getting access to showers, toilets, café seating, single rooms or other 
resources can be an issue in some hostels. 
Getting Lost: Backpackers didn’t have much opportunity to get lost while walking or 
on the boat. Pair C did get turned around in the field at the park and had to retrace 
their steps. Several backpackers asked which direction to go to exit the park. They 
also used the map to move between objects they wanted to see, and consequently 
avoided getting lost. 
Technological Difficulties: The mobile phone used by BP4 went dead shortly after 
arriving at the park because of an insufficiently charged battery and a long phone 
call. Phone batteries don’t last more than a day or two when under heavy use and 
charging phones in hostels is often inconvenient.  
BP4’s iPod had gotten visibly dirty during a job assignment where she was handing 
out newspapers on a street corner. She used it during the trip to relieve boredom 
during a lapse in conversation and indicated that she used it regularly. She said fairly 
seriously that “If I lose this I’m going home.” Personal stereos provide entertainment, 
excuses to ignore others in the environment, protection from noisy environments and 
cures for homesickness. They are starting to hold so much music and other personal 
information that losing them is worry, particularly for users with little money to replace 
them and inaccessible music backups. This is similar to issues that affected the 
original introduction of the walkman and other music players (Bull, 2000). 
Backpackers complained about phone cards and having to punch in long strings of 
numbers and learning international dialling prefixes. Phone cards often have poor 
automated answering systems and complex lists of local dialling numbers. Phone 
cards were used because of the cheaper rates they offer than international mobile 
phone calls. 
BP1 spilled some water over his bag while opening it which could have touched his 
camera equipment (but didn’t). Likewise, both the observers and the participants 
concerned themselves with keeping equipment dry during the heavy rain shower 
lasting 45 minutes. One camera was inexpensive and did not have a lens cover, 
which caused anxiety about scratching the lens for its owner. Sharing photos via the 
screens of digital cameras is common, but the small screen size and sun glare posed 
problems for the backpackers. 
Backpackers were interested in how to store large numbers of photographs, get them 
off of cameras and share them with others in the group and at home. They discussed 
memory card technologies, CD burning, mobile media players, TV interfaces and 
web sites amongst themselves.(Please see the section ‘Waiting on boat’ above for a 
transcript of part of this conversation.) 
4.2 Research Methods 
A variety of research methods were experimented with. Video proved problematic for 
recording group movement or verbal communication. Audio paired with direct 
observations worked well, and improvements for recording methods have been 
identified. An attempt at using video to prompt user discussion failed, but provided 
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good feedback on redesign of the method. The participatory people-matching-activity 
found strengths and weaknesses in the pairing model and revealed different types of 
possible pairings. Questionnaire data allowed creation of social network diagram-
based visualizations which are in agreement with observer accounts. Group 
interviews elicited feedback on guidebook designs and potential uses of electronic 
travel assistants.  
4.2.1 Research Method Comparison 
A variety of different research methods were used during this study, in part to 
qualitatively compare their utility for studying mobile groups and to allow triangulation 
between different types of data sources. Questionnaires were used before and after 
the field trip. One observer took notes and shadowed the group during the field trip. 
Another observer videoed the group while shadowing. Audio recorders were worn by 
two of the participants for the duration of the field trip and the post-activity workshop 
was also audio-recorded. In MIS-1 video was used as a prompt for backpackers 
discussing the activity. A participatory method was used to probe artificial pairings of 
backpackers based on affinity. Group interviews were used to discuss travel habits 
and potential uses of an electronic assistant. The sections below go into detail on the 
results and comparisons of using these methods. 
Written observations, video recordings and audio recordings were transcribed into 
excel files. Video and audio recordings were not transcribed verbatim, but summaries 
of all communications and behaviour were made. Quotes were also taken as 
appropriate. All transcriptions were done by the same researcher. Each “observation” 
represented a discrete comment by a participant or item noticed by the researcher. 
Examples include: 
• Observer: “discussing military service in S. Korea”, 
• Video: “looking through contents of bags”, 
• Audio: “talking about her time spent with mom”. 
It is not practical for all of these observations to be of the same scale, magnitude or 
length. However, the researcher attempted to keep observations at a similar level of 
detail and observed similar types of issues for all recording mediums. Comparisons 
made between the number of “observations” below should be treated as rough 
estimates of research data obtained from the methods. They are provided only so 
that the reader can gauge the quantity of resulting data from different methods, which 
will affect efficiency of usage. 
Questionnaires: Questionnaires were distributed the day before the study by hostel 
staff when backpackers signed up (see Appendix B). This ‘Participant Packet’ had a 
consent form, and asked questions concerning: 
• The last five locations they had been, 
• The next five locations they were going, 
• Travel questions they had at the moment. 
Participants had all travelled recently (ranging from 2-5 weeks) and listed locations 
ranging from the coast South of Brisbane to New Zealand. All of the participants were 
planning to stay in Australia in the next stage of their travels. All six backpackers 
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were headed North, although expecting to travel at different rates. Questions ranged 
from practical issues such as, “How much tax will the government withhold from my 
pay check?” to basic questions about the city, “How is the weather like in Brisbane?” 
More detail on the results of this data is provided in the participatory section below. 
An additional questionnaire was given to backpackers when they first arrived in the 
morning. Each participant was asked to rate every other participant for the following 
items: frequency of communication, strength of bond, trust in travel information, 
length of travel duration, and time known. 
A final questionnaire (see Appendix C) was distributed when backpackers returned 
from the field trip. This asked the same questions as the previous questionnaire with 
regard to social ties with other participants. This allowed us to get a rough idea of 
how social relationships changed within the group over a day. While not statistically 
valid due to the small sample size, there was a noticeable change in attitudes which 
matched direct experimenter observation. The following graphs show social network 
depictions of the respondent data. 
 
 
Figure 15: Pre-existing social relationships in the group as denoted by orange circles. 
Figure 15 depicts how participants knew each other previously. The top is Pair 2 who 
had just met, the middle is Pair 3 who were old friends and the bottom is Pair 1 who 




Figure 16: Pre-existing social relationships between group members as denoted by line 
width. 
Figure 16 offers a different visual depiction of the strength of social ties based on the 
time they knew each other. Thicker lines depict stronger connections. The social 
connection between BP5 and BP4 isn’t visible because of the short time they knew 
each other. 
 
Figure 17: Perceived communication frequency between group members before and after 
the field trip activity. 
Figure 17 shows the change in self-reported communication frequency before and 
after the activity. After a full day of talking with each other, the communication rates 
were reported to be higher. Some participants didn’t talk to other participants much, 
as depicted by the thinner lines in the ‘after activity’ graph on the right. 
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Figure 18: Social bonds between participants before and after the field trip as denoted by 
width of ties. Thin lines show people who didn’t find much in common. 
Figure 18 shows the change in social bond which participants reported before and 
after the field trip. These are similar to the communication rates. People who talked 
more with each other felt more of a bond with each other. 
 
Figure 19: Trust of travel information between group members. Wider tie lines denoted 
increased reciprocal trust as perceived by both members. 
Figure 19 has a noticeable lack of change between the before and after graphs. This 
confirms our interview results and other research that backpackers tend to be very 
trusting of other backpackers (Richards & Wilson, 2004). They are also experienced 
at sorting good and bad advice even if the informant is trusted. 
Shadowing and Note-taking: Note-taking was done by one observer on an A5 size 
notepad carried in one hand. The size was manageable and less noticeable to 
passers-by than a full size clipboard. 290 observations were logged during the field 
trip. Note-taking was challenging while walking, and particularly while talking to 
participants. Events sometimes happened too quickly to record. Other difficulties 
included environmental distractions, rain, and the need to interact with participants. 
The privacy of the notebook was beneficial in situations where negative observations 
about participants were made. Participants were curious about observations and at 
one point tried to “sneak a look” when the observer set the notebook down for a short 
period. 
Note taking resulted in generation of the major categories:  
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• Information exchange (either perceiving environmental information or 
discussion), 
• Meta information (e.g. comments by researcher on research method), 
• Problems (experienced or mentioned by backpackers), 
• Environment (aspects of physical situation mentioned by or affecting 
backpackers) 
• Tool usage (usage of technologies and objects) 
• Activity (physical movement). 
Notes were particularly useful for observing physical layout of participants, noting 
broad conversational topics and physical behaviour (e.g. gesture, handling items). 
Note-taking also requires an observer, and the in-situ memory of the activity greatly 
assists interpretation of audio and video transcripts.  
Shadowing and Video: Video was taken throughout the field trip, except in cases of 
short breaks for the observer and for technical considerations (e.g. rain or changing 
tapes or batteries). Video was useful for determining details of the backpacker’s 
environment, watching gesture, belongings and seating arrangements. 
 
  
Figure 20: Participant wearing a digital 
audio recorder. 
Figure 21: Researcher video recording 
participants 
Shadowing with video cameras is challenging for both the photographer and the 
participants. Participants admitted to some uneasiness after learning they would be 
video-recorded after signing up. During the first few hours of the study participants 
still acted reasonably naturally, but would get more tense if the camera happened to 
be pointing directly at them. Recording in the mall was problematic because of the 
number of people. Strangers were constantly walking between the camera and sub-
groups being recorded. Some strangers thought they were being recorded when they 
were not. Recording mobile group behaviour is different from mobile usability testing 
which focuses on the screen or hand using a device. 
Surroundings and behaviour of between two to six people was important for our 
videos. Pairs often separated and three video cameras would have been necessary 
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to record the majority of group behaviour. Sound on the video recorder was very poor 
and made audio transcription difficult, except in very quiet locations such as the boat 
ride back. Participants became comfortable with the video about half way through the 
day. Occasionally they briefly performed for it with either jokes or simply long stories, 
as though they were being interviewed or on TV. 
Video observations resulted in 598 observations and in the same categories listed in 
the previous section. Additional notes were taken, which noted when questions were 
asked, sharing, remote tool usage, and places for video clips. 
To reiterate the obvious, video is primarily a visual recording medium. This research 
study was primarily about verbal communication. While gesture and posture do play 
a role in this, they are subtle and unnecessary to understand the majority of 
conversation. Confusing visual aspects are often understood or questioned by 
observers at the time they occur. Researchers studying details of gesture or 
ergonomics may find that the difficulties of using video for in-situ mobile groups are 
worth it. For our purposes other recording mediums provide more data and are less 
intrusive. 
Audio-recording: In MIS-1 small digital audio recorders capable of recording 
between 10 and 18 hours of audio were worn by two participants who volunteered. 
We predicted that volunteers would be the most confident and talkative, and this was 
true. One disadvantage of this is that they often talked to each other, resulting in the 
same recording on both devices. One used a lapel mic and rested in a pocket, the 
other was worn around the neck. We had originally intended to use six recorders, but 
only two were available at the time of testing. We now think that three will cover the 
majority of conversations. 
Each recorder was generally good for recording the speech of the person wearing it, 
and the person they were talking to. If there was excessive background noise (e.g. 
trains, freeways, passengers) or if the group was sitting far apart, it became difficult 
to hear communications. 
917 observations were logged from the audio recordings of one recorder. The 
second recorder was not fully transcribed and used only to provide insight into 
conversations which could not be heard via the other tape. Combining observations 
from both recorders would be problematic as many of the same conversations were 
on both recordings.  
Audio transcription resulted in the same categories as for the video analysis above. 
These categories arose from observations and were partially recognized during 
observations and in the post-hoc analysis of the audio data. Additional trends were 
also noted, such as design opportunities, language issues, budget issues, questions 
(inferring problems or interests), fun, prompting by environment, and items fitting in 
multiple categories. 
Backpackers carrying recorders (BP1&3) were permitted to stop them for privacy 
reasons. BP1 stopped the recorder for unspecified reasons twice during the field trip. 
BP3 was so unconcerned by it that she left it running and unmuffled while using a 
bathroom. There is a potential for participants to forget they are being recorded, as 
one observer observed himself doing at one point during the day. However, it seems 
that audio recorders do not provoke as much discomfort as video recorders. 
Comparison of Data Resulting From Observation Methods: Observer notes 
resulted in 290 observations, video in 598, and audio in 917 (please see the top of 
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the section for clarification of observation granularity.) An average across the 
different phases of the field trip which lasted from 20 mins – 2 hours resulted in the 
following values: Observer notes: 48; Video: 100; Audio: 153. The highest numbers 
of observations / phase for all mediums was the animal park. It was the longest 
phase (two hours), and involved a lot of movement and objects which were noted in 
observations. The boat ride back resulted in more observations on the ride back than 
the ride in, across all observation media types. This confirmed experimenter first-
person observations of conversation rates. 
We found that video is most useful for watching single people, in quiet environments, 
where details of movement are critical. Individual digital audio recorders record single 
participants and often their conversational partner well, depending on how noisy the 
environment is. First-person observations provide a good understanding of social 
issues, broader environmental situations and some movement issues. More 
observers enable multiple perspectives and increased probability of tracking 
distributed groups. However this increases group size and awkwardness. More audio 
recorders record more individuals, but add significant analysis time. However, they 
do not add distraction for external parties, such as video cameras cause.  
Observers have the advantage of initiating limited interaction to clarify confusing 
social issues or behaviours which otherwise would not be clear. Observer notes 
necessarily tend to summarize because of time constraints and concentration issue. 
Summaries can be beneficial for rapid review and provide an index for reviewing 
audio data with more detail. In conclusion, our research indicates that there is a 
complementary relationship between digital audio recordings and direct observations, 
for understanding mobile group behaviour. This echoes other results showing 





Table 1:  Examples of two direct ethnographic observations of problems, followed by an 
analysis of problems, and proposed non-technical design solutions. 
 
Problem Observation Problem Analysis Proposed Design Solution 
Checking water tap on 
hut [possibly wanting 
drinking water] 
Trouble locating water. Device to assist location water, food, 
toilets or other necessities in the 
immediate area. 
BP5’s talking about 
losing her ticket 
1) her baggage didn't 
come through on the 
conveyer belt at the 
airport  
2) The attendant she 
asked for help took her 
ticket  
3) They left without 
getting it back by 
accident  
4) They couldn't contact 
the attendant again. 
1) A baggage tracking system attached to 
electronic airline ticket tag which gives 
updates on the location of your baggage. 
2) Travel information which can be 
electronically copied instead of taken from 
passengers when they have questions.  
3) Travellers get distracted by new 
surroundings and a product could look for 
important items in the vicinity (keys, 
passport, tickets, credit cards) and beep if 
they try to depart without them.  
4) A product which allows communicating 
with important objects (e.g. tickets) to tell 
people how to return them (e.g. calling 
your lost mobile phone).  
5) A communicator device which makes a 
list of all people you come in contact with 
and their contact details. This would allow 
easily getting back in touch with people 
you've met if you need to. 
A combination of observations from different methods resulted in a table of problems 
backpackers experienced (see Table 1). Problems can easily be ascertained from 
complaints backpackers mention, or difficulties they actually experience during the 
field trip. The following analysis process was used: problems were listed as 
observations, causes for each problem were identified, and possible non-technical 
design solutions are proposed. This fits easily into a table format recording the 
justification and behavioural foundation for design ideas. The collation of the 
proposed design solutions directly resulted in the creation of a User Environment 
Design diagram (see Section 5.9.1) and chart of Proposed Task Oriented Features 
(see Section 5.9.2). 
Reviewing the Trip Using Video Prompting: It has been demonstrated in previous 
studies that use of memory aids such as photographs or clips from video have been 
useful to guide reflective conversation about events or media (Brereton, Donovan, & 
Viller, 2003; Buur & Soendergaardfontt, 2000). Therefore we attempted to use the 
video from the field trip to discuss communication topics and behaviour throughout 
the day. We discovered that because of slow fast-forward speeds and video on six 
separate tapes that this was not practical. The video was too detailed to review 
quickly with participants. If a participant mentioned a time, it could not be located fast 
enough to realistically discuss. We intend to use time-stamped still digital camera 
footage in the next iteration of this exercise, which has been useful in other studies 
(Axup et al., 2005). 
Participatory Pairing Evaluation: The pairing exercise is intended to probe the 
utility of automated matchmaking systems for backpackers. We had the option of 
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creating a high-fidelity prototype of a pairing system and testing it with backpackers. 
However, it would have introduced variables such as ergonomics and technologies 
used, and technical and usability problems. This would have changed the focus of 
backpacker input towards technology issues, which was not the focus of the 
investigation. Instead we used simple paper prototypes of a pairing system. They 
listed people a backpacker should talk to, and what they should talk to them about. 
This information was based on questionnaire results from the previous day and 
matched by a researcher while the field trip was occurring (see Appendix D). 
While working with this data it became apparent that three types of pairings are 
possible: 
A. Past AB Past Reliving old memories between people who have both 
been there. 
B. Past B Future Someone who has been there giving advice about an 
intended destination to someone going there. 
C. Future AB Future Pairing people who plan to do something. 
Pairing A (Past AB Past ) appears to be largely an entertainment association. 
Backpackers were able to discuss memorable things that had happened to them, but 
it didn’t really help them in their future travels. Pair 1 did ask about the past 
experiences of Pair 3 to determine if they had made the right decision in not visiting a 
location along a route. They confirmed that the location was not desirable and felt 
better about the decision. It is likely that sharing mutual past experiences informs 
decisions about future travelling partners and increasing initial bonding before longer 
term relationships form. 
Pairing B (Past B Future) is both very useful and potentially problematic, because it 
is not reciprocal. Backpackers commonly offered advice based on past experience 
for the benefit of others. However, there is the potential for abuse if a well travelled 
person is used extensively without receiving anything in return. There is a potential 
for indirect reciprocity which would allow people to receive information from one 
backpacker if they gave other information to other backpackers (Mohtashemi & Mui, 
2003). It is possible that experienced travellers may not mind being used because 
they gain friendships and social status because of the gift. This is likely to produce a 
fleeting form of social capital. 
Pairing C (Future AB Future) doesn’t involve much information exchange, but it 
does potentially enable backpackers to rendezvous in the future if they want to. 
However, backpacker often have flexible schedules that allow them join up with 
others if they wish, and they often go to similar locations. Consequently this may not 
be as useful a pairing for these users. 
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Figure 22: A chart developed after the workshop showing pairings between backpackers. 
One card with custom pairing information on it was distributed to each backpacker. 
They were then asked to spend approximately five minutes talking with each person 
listed on the card about the topics listed. At the end of the discussion period 
backpackers participated in a group interview discussing how useful the pairings 
were, discussion topics and problems encountered. 
The paper prototypes did not hinder participants’ ability to discuss automated pairing 
systems. Instead, it allowed them to focus on the discussions they had as a result of 
the system. Backpackers were reasonably negative about the utility of the pairings 
that we arranged for them. Although it didn’t succeed, it was useful by providing 
information about how pairings should occur and where problems are. Potential 
issues are as follows. 
Some backpackers didn't complete all of their questionnaire, resulting in little data. 
Some were travelling together, resulting in the same information. The  
(Past AB Past) pairing worked well because backpackers could compare travel 
experiences and relive interesting moments. This was entertaining, but perhaps not 
very helpful for future travel. There weren't a lot of (Past B Future) pairings possible, 
partially for the above reasons and because the group was small. The few pairings of 
this type that were arranged, were reported to be successful. For instance BP4 had 
spent time surfing in small towns around the city of Byron Bay and BP5 wanted to go 
surfing in the area. The (Future AB Future) pairings were the most common type 
arranged, and were a failure. Backpackers reported not having anything to talk 
about. We think this type of information could be useful for backpackers, but possibly 
not just after arriving in a city or while sitting in a focus group. It also might be useful 
information to have available, but only for occasional use when someone particularly 
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interesting is met. We plan to run this again with increased detail of travel history and 
removal of the (Future AB Future) pairings. 
Group Interviews: The group interviews followed the traditional focus group style of 
asking semi-structured questions concerning activities during the day, 
communication habits, and how they would find an electronic travel assistant useful. 
Travel guides were independently introduced into the conversation by participants 
(See above). Trust of information received from different sources was also 
discussed. Travel guides are presumed to be biased in a number of ways, but so are 
travel centres at hostels, tour offices, locals and other backpackers. Backpackers are 
sceptical of situations where people are making money off of their advice, and of 
situations where the other party doesn’t know them well enough to offer personal 
recommendations. 
Discussion on the topic of travel assistants introduced a number of design ideas. One 
backpacker wanted to be able to arrange future meet-ups with friends. Others 
wanted to “see what is there” in a location when they arrive. Another wanted to see 
where their friends were. This would necessitate world-wide views for some friends 
and neighbourhood views for others. One backpacker wanted a ride-sharing system 
to be able to find people with seats available in their cars. They also discussed the 
problem of seeing people but not recognizing them from previous locations, or not 
being able to determine where travellers knew each other from. 
Backpackers also provided key insights into understanding the backpacker market. 
They indicated that couples and singles (travelling alone or in pairs) have very 
different needs and goals, and may need different services. They also reiterated that 
low-budget travel is a primary interest and should be emphasized in any designs. 
The backpackers ranged from ambivalent to excited about the possibility of having a 
mobile travel assistant. The iPod user (BP4) was the strongest supporter of the idea. 
Having the common travel experience from earlier in the day was invaluable as a 
reference point during this discussion. 
4.2.2 Opportunities For Interventions With Prototypes 
Throughout the field trip backpackers were observed opening their bags, handling 
small objects, and using mobile technologies. Introducing foam-core models into this 
environment should not pose serious difficulties. One possible issue might be 
wearable models which attract attention from others in the environment. However, 
this could prove informative as well.  
A wide variety of different aspects of the situations affect and initiate mobile device 
use. For example, boredom and slow conversation rates contributed to use of an 
iPod by one backpacker. Availability of maps and the need to return to the boat by a 
specific time resulted in backpackers: using maps, reading signs and questioning 
others to find the path to the exit. It is impractical to expect future users to envision 
these complex and unlikely situations in advance, and predict their usage of poorly 
understood technologies. We expect it to be more productive to explain hypothetical 
technologies, substantiated in tangible mobile prototypes, and allow backpackers to 
explore which actual situations they would be useful in. 
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5 Discussion 
5.1 Designing For Extreme Mobility 
Based on our observations and discussions with backpackers there are a number of 
design issues which are related to extreme mobility that have become apparent. 
5.1.1 Long term travel and intermittent pauses 
Backpackers often experience the extreme end of mobility, which for them, happens 
over long periods. Rates of travel change, but are often frequent and cover large 
distances. This will be likely to change depending on the type of mobile user. No one 
travels continuously, and the characteristics of pausing behaviour will be informative 
for mobile device design. Devices may need to support different activities when users 
are temporarily in static or low-mobility modes of travel. Communication networks 
may need to adapt to, or take advantage of, slower hubs in the movement of the 
travel network.  
5.1.2 Design to be carried or ubiquitous in common environments 
Backpackers carry large packs with gear that they don’t use frequently, or which they 
can leave at the temporary “home base” of a hostel. Most devices that are commonly 
used need to fit into a small backpack. This is carried with the traveller on day trips, 
or worn on their person. Extremely mobile people will be a prime market for wearable 
computers that provide rapid access to needed travel information used for decision-
making. 
5.1.3 Ad-hoc structures are already present 
Social networks among backpackers and other mobile groups change rapidly. Social 
networks change as people physically move away from each other. Travel networks 
form and dissipate as people temporarily form groups and then move off by 
themselves or in pairs.  
Memetics is a theory introduced by Charles Dawkins, and which been highly 
controversial ever since (Dawkins, 1976). Briefly, the theory of Memetics argues that 
a hypothetical construct called a meme is a chunk of information or an idea which 
mutates a small amount in each replication of itself (Blackmore, 1998). Similarly to 
genes, some memes may propagate further than others or die out. Memetics 
researchers currently have little scientific proof for memes (Polichak, 1998), but it 
provides a useful lens through which to view backpacker social behaviour. Instead of 
focusing on backpackers, we can look at where their memes are going. Memes of 
travel information flow between travellers, primarily when people do joint activities 
such as tours, or meet in social locations such as pubs. These networks of 
movement, bodies, money, social ties and information form the environment in which 
mobile devices are introduced. These devices may be able to use existing structures 
to work effectively. 
5.1.4 Reducing reliance on local sources enhances personal freedom 
Extremely mobile people need to gather whatever information they can, often at the 
location near where activities will take place. They necessarily need to evaluate 
biased and limited information to make decisions about further movement. Local 
information can be good, but having a supportive community of informants available 
to provide a second opinion allows better decisions to be made by the individual. 
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5.1.5 Reducing the cost of travel encourages mobility 
Not all extremely mobile people will be travelling on small amounts of money, such 
as many backpackers do. However, lowering the cost of stages of travel, or 
generating a cost-based topography of a travel region could be useful. This would 
allow travellers to do more while they are in an area. Increased confidence about 
expenditures could also encourage longer stays. 
5.1.6 Using the extreme mobility chart for field trip stages 
 
Figure 23: Mobility chart shows stages of backpacker behaviour. Similar types of mobility 
cluster close to each other. 
Plotting the stages of the activity on the mobility chart (See Figure 23) shows 
clustering of mobility types. It also shows how stages traveling at the same speed, or 
covering the same ground changed when the environment became more complex, 
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leading towards more extreme mobility for the user. For instance, see the change in 
position between the ‘walk to boat’ and ‘walk to hostel’. 
If backpackers are an example of extremely mobile groups, then it might be expected 
for their typical tourist activities to fall in the ‘extreme mobility’ quadrant. As shown, 
portions of their activities probably do, but it is other aspects of their mobility that 
make it extreme. Variables such as duration or frequency of movement, cultural 
change and degree of environmental change over longer periods would be relevant. 
While these variables would hypothetically be depicted in the graph, they are not 
particularly visible in the data observed on a one-day field trip. 
5.2 Using Ethnography to Determine Problems and Enjoyment 
An ongoing debate in the HCI community considers the practical application of 
ethnographic methods to design (Hughes, O’Brien, Rodden, & Rouncefield, 1997; 
Squires & Byrne, 2002). As researchers experienced in both ethnography and 
design, we see a highly compatible relationship between: rapid, partially naturalistic 
ethnographic methods, product conceptualization and preliminary concept 
evaluation. 
In the MIS studies we noticed several aspects that are of special interest to designers 
looking to utilize the results of ethnographic work. The following sections discuss 
environment, enjoyment, questions and problems. 
5.2.1 Understanding environmental effects and the situation of users 
Ethnography puts people in the real-world situation of users. It immerses the 
researcher in a large number of variables which are too numerous to track or quantify 
effectively. Many of these issues are inherently social, qualitative and semantically 
meaningful. Understanding this type of natural environment of the user is critical, 
particularly for mobile device designs. Much of this environment can be summarized 
using geographic maps, social network diagrams, workflow charts, use cases and 
other methods to assist communication of results within design teams. However, 
having a person with first-hand knowledge of the usage environment is critical both 
for generation of these diagrams and for first-hand descriptions. 
5.2.2 Events which are enjoyable to users 
When watching people first-hand it is easy to determine when they are having fun. 
Some of our backpackers laughed, giggled, smiled, talked enthusiastically, appeared 
fascinated or leaned towards each other expectantly. Without their explicit 
acknowledgment, it can be determined what backpackers enjoy. Device designs can 
be specifically designed to enhance and encourage these experiences. 
5.2.3 Problems, difficulties, questions and unrealized improvements 
During the course of natural activities backpackers often note problems, irritations, 
and frustrations about things such as tours, people or hostels. However, they don’t 
always realize they are having problems, or often simply accept these difficulties as 
unavoidable. An interest in sharing a ride north, asking staff about the purpose of an 
eating area, and a desire for the right size pants are all potential indicators of design 
problems. Questions signify unknown information that is desired and which possibly 
would be beneficial to provide. We are finding that making a list of the enjoyable and 
problematic events, throughout a naturally occurring activity, gives numerous ideas 
for device designs. None of these ideas originate from available technologies looking 
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for an application. They result from what people need, or what they would benefit 
from, while doing what they do. 
5.2.4 In-situ Usage vs. Hypothetical Usage 
The field trip in MIS-1 resulted in 290 direct visual observations and 917 audio 
recorded comments about behaviour. These observations contributed to identification 
of 37 problems experienced in a normal backpacker activity. These problems 
resulted in the identification of 35 product feature areas, each with a variety of 
product possibilities (See Section 5.9.2). Backpackers interviewed after the activity 
frequently had trouble recalling instances of abstract categorical instances (e.g. 
“Which people external to the group did you talk to?”) and were not aware of many 
aspects of their own behaviour (e.g. Difficulty in gauging cost of travel.) Many of 
these conversations were prompted by social or physical situations in the 
environment. No one can predict these situations and no one (including the 
researchers) remembers all of the details of a day in the life of a backpacker. It is 
likely that it will be methods which are situated in users’ natural environments and 
amongst the people they normally interact with, which will produce justifiable design 
ideas for future products (Brewster, 2002; Squires & Byrne, 2002). 
It is very natural for backpackers to talk about travel information, jobs, inexpensive 
ways to travel, their home countries and technologies they use. Simply giving them a 
natural environment to talk amongst themselves gives sufficient data on topics of 
interest. It also provides a natural gauge of how important the issues are to them. 
5.3 Design Tradeoffs and Tensions  
In the course of the MIS-1 study and related research with backpackers we have 
identified a number of “design tradeoffs” or divergent design goals. Other researchers 
have commented on the role of these design tensions (Engeström, 1993).  
 
Design Spectrums For A Mobile Travel Assistant For Backpackers 
Safety |----------------------------------| Adventure 
Detailed Travel Information |----------------------------------| Information Overload 
Identity, Reputation, 
Responsibility 
|----------------------------------| Anonymity, Personal 
Growth, Freedom 
Physical Interaction With 
People 
|----------------------------------| Physical Interaction With 
Device 
Popular Location |----------------------------------| Unvisited Location 
Directed Travel, Meeting 
Expectations 
|----------------------------------| Exploration, Unexpected 
Commonly Available 
Technology 
|----------------------------------| Advanced Technology 
Figure 24: Spectrums between opposing design goals. 
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The design goals in Figure 24 appear to be opposing, but we believe there are often 
compromises available that satisfactorily meet both goals. There may also be other 
dimensions to the scale, which allow avoiding the detrimental effects of either end of 
the scale. For instance, providing a safety scale to backpackers might allow them to 
choose a comfortable level of risk, either high or low. Likewise, anonymous 
communication could be supported for certain types of communications, while proven 
identities could be required for other types of communication forums. It is through the 
process of tangibly depicting extreme goals on either side of a spectrum, that design 
solutions can be found. We intend to explore some of these issues in further 
collaboration with backpackers. 
5.4 Challenges Observing Mobile Groups 
Studying mobile groups is slightly different to studying mobile individuals and 
different to studying low-mobility (e.g. static) groups. Methods that might work well for 
either of the other two have problems when applied to multiple people walking 
quickly, in changing formations, and unpredictable environments. Video proved to be 
very distracting in the form we used it in. Multiple audio recorders provide a 
distributed understanding of the individual members’ audible communication, but only 
after considerable data analysis. Observations are lightweight and provide a good 
summary understanding of behaviour, but miss many details. If another 
communication medium had been in use, such as walkie-talkies or mobile instant 
messaging, it may have been possible to record textual communication between the 
group members. Even individual group members or individual observers, only get a 
limited view of holistic group identity or actions. It is surprising to researchers how 
much more they understand about the group after the data analysis phase. Analysis 
allows hearing all of the conversations between other group members, which the 
observers hadn’t overheard at the time they occurred. Likewise, conceptualizing 
group movement or social networks are equally difficult for the individual to 
holistically understand. This is both an inherent difficulty in understanding group 
behaviour and a design opportunity to communicate this understanding to individual 
group members. 
5.5 Participatory Methods 
Participatory methods clearly provide insight into designs by the people who will be 
using them. Involving users in realistic situations and environments helps improve the 
quality of feedback they provide. Our exploratory research and a research review has 
revealed a number of potential pitfalls in the application of participatory design 
methods. These pitfalls and potential solutions to them are briefly discussed below. 
• Asking participants to design objects themselves 
This is different to participants providing feedback, or proposed variations on 
existing designs. Participants are usually not trained designers. Consequently 
they can produce bad designs or feel uncomfortable doing unfamiliar 
activities. We are providing participants with simple designs in primitive forms 
that invite variation and reappropriation. 
• Asking participants to predict theoretical usage 
No one can accurately predict their future behaviour, particularly in complex 
mobile environments with unfamiliar technologies. Watching actual use of 
prototypes in-situ and getting feedback on them (preferably in-situ) provides 
more realistic input from users. 
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• Asking participants to start from scratch 
Participants work better with some scaffolding to direct design ideas. Tangible 
objects can be interacted with and used as props for discussion (Buur). 
Consequently we are giving people simple paper and foam prototypes and 
asking them to discuss their own behaviour and use of the “future 
technologies.” 
• Expecting participants to want to contribute 
Participatory Design came from trade union roots where organizations 
ensured workers understood the impact of technologies and were motivated 
to help construct new designs. In more contemporary design situations users 
may not be willing to devote time to helping to building technologies which 
other people profit from. A key challenge is determining how to interest or 
motivate participants to help build a product they may not use, and which may 
be years from production. We are fortunate to be able to offer incentives that 
are the same as what we are studying: travel opportunities. 
• Expecting domain experts to be technology experts 
New technologies can be extremely complex and their advantages and 
disadvantages often reveal themselves only after long usage in real 
situations. In most cases participants won’t be able to accurately choose 
between potential technology offerings. However, they can show what it is 
they need through other methods. We are allowing backpackers to show us 
their needs through normal behaviour; then we present new backpackers with 
fictional devices that address those needs. Consequently participants are not 
asked to understand the ramifications of existing wireless networking or smart 
phone designs in real usage. However they are still able to tell us what 
wireless phone designs they would like. 
• Focusing on what participants design instead of what they need 
Participants can provide a great deal of information about what services they 
need if they are observed in natural situations. Users can easily review 
product ideas if they are presented in realistic situations, and in language the 
participants can relate to. They can also try out technologies in basic form, 
which allow for generation of new design ideas based on observed usage. 
Participatory requirements generation may be a part of the design process. 
However, collaboratively understanding the requirements and usage 
situations with users may be more productive than asking users to design 
new products. We plan to continue exploring low-fidelity prototypes with users 
to see how new product ideas can most easily be produced. 
5.6 Recommended Improvements to Research Methods 
There was an insufficient number of observers and microphones to sufficiently cover 
all the backpackers’ activities. Consequently we plan to increase the number of 
observers and microphones. Video caused disruptions and little valuable data, and 
we intend to switch to digital still cameras for less-frequent visual records. The 
attempt to use video for participant reviews failed, and in the future we will be using 
sequences of still images for this purpose. Participatory activities were effective, but 
need to be carefully structured and iterated to achieve useful results. We intend to 
integrate them into the field trip to ensure realistic contextual effects. 
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5.6.1 In-situ Observations 
The methods used in MIS-1 worked reasonably well. Video was problematic in that it 
recorded poor quality sound. It also added little understanding of visual data that was 
not recorded in the written record of the observer. It also created some social tension 
and attracted attention of people not in the study. Two observers were not enough to 
cover six people that sometimes separated. The backpackers showed a strong 
tendency towards pairs or occasionally groups of four or six. We expect this to 
continue in further iterations of the study. We believe that three observers, each 
assigned to a pair will be able to record a large degree of group interaction. The 
audio recorders worked well, but three will be needed for the same reasons 
mentioned previously. Still cameras can provide some of the visual record that video 
provided and will attract less attention from others. 
5.6.2 Post-hoc Review of Review of Day Exercise 
A failed attempt was made to use video as a review tool in this study. It is possible 
that new recorders which record directly to digital video files might provide faster 
reviewing methods. However, the problem of visually depicting a summary of seven 
hours of a complex field trip remains. The easiest solution will be to use a 
chronologically sorted selection of photographs as has proven successful in other 
studies (Axup et al., 2005). We intend to explore how to merge three different visual 
records for rapid review by participants and what discussion foci are most productive 
to explore in these reviews. 
5.6.3 Participatory Activities 
The social pairing evaluation activity was useful in determining difficulties with 
pairing, but didn’t ultimately find a solution. This is partially due to a low number of 
participants reducing the likelihood of useful pairings and insufficient detail from 
participants in the questionnaires. We intend to run the activity again with more 
complete travel information, different participants, and less focus on future-future 
pairings. If this is not successful it may be necessary to get a large group (30 or 
more) of backpackers to try a pairing session involving more experiences.  
5.7 Backpacker Market Segmentation and User Profile 
Backpackers in this study varied in a number of important ways. They were all doing 
roughly the same type of travel, but different characteristics resulted in different 
needs. Some of those differences and what they mean are discussed here. 
• Age. Backpackers in this study ranged in age from eighteen to mid-thirties. 
They had different travel goals based in part on how old they were. Younger 
travellers wanted cheaper travel options and were willing to withstand worse 
conditions. Older travellers tend to have more money and use different travel 
options. 
• Travel experience. Some participants were on their first trip, while others had 
travelled many times before in different locations. This affects who they 
partner with when they travel and where they go, among other things. 
• Single, or pairs and small groups. Singles often want to meet others 
regularly. Pairs which are couples tend to spend more time on their own, and 
are sometimes shunned by non-couples. Pairs who are friends may be in the 
middle of this spectrum. 
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• Gender. This is likely to affect shopping needs, modes of travel and 
accommodation options, among others. Backpackers in Australia are fairly 
evenly split between male and female. 
• Budget. In this study, two of the younger participants had very little money. 
The older participants had more, but this isn’t necessarily representative. It did 
show a marked different in types of information they were looking for.  
• Duration of travel. Most of the backpackers in this study had been travelling 
for around a month. However, the length of time on the road affects money 
remaining, level of fatigue and how much time is spent in each place, among 
other things. 
• Working or not. Many backpackers do work, and one in this study was doing 
so. This usually results in a person staying in one or several locations longer 
than other travellers and needing different types of resources. 
• On holiday (vacation) or travelling. It is common for people taking shorter 
trips to merge with longer-term travellers. Examples include university 
students, school students on break or tourists looking for short break from 
home. This represents different goals, money, and lifestyles. None of the 
backpackers in this study were on short vacations. 
5.8 General Requirements Resulting From Observations 
Analysis of problems and enjoyable experiences of backpackers resulted in ideas for 
new products or functions, which would help solve or enhance these issues (see 
Section 5.9.2). There were also broader requirements, that are not functionally 
specific, which arose from field-trip observations and post-hoc analysis. The 
requirements listed below should be treated as general, proposed, and necessarily 
incomplete requirements. They may not apply to all product types; if a specific 
product were being designed, the source data should be reviewed for results 
pertaining to requirements relevant for that type of usage. Relevant context is created 
and determined by the type of activity, user and environment (Chalmers, 2004). 
Therefore requirements (which are necessarily context-dependent) should be tailored 
to the relevant design goal. 
A device or service for backpackers should support: 
1. Being cheap, at least for the core market. This includes all aspects of 
operating or using the device or service for standard functionality. A common 
theme throughout the field trip and workshops was money. Even backpackers 
travelling with larger budgets regularly asked questions about how much things 
were and attempted to determine where to get a good deal. Nearly every 
proposed feature will be impacted by its cost. Cheaper solutions may succeed 
over better, but more expensive solutions. Information queries on most topics 
could include pricing and comparison links. Allowing backpackers cheaper 
options and more control over evaluating costs is likely to empower backpackers. 
2. Withstanding harsh/extended usage.  Rain, the possibility of dropping in 
water, dropping on the ground, and complaints about potential for scratching 
were observed. Backpacks carry items for long periods and often rely on them to 
work on a daily basis. Getting repairs done is often not an option. 
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3. Access to service by basic phones, at least for critical functions. Possibly 
with a degraded experience for more basic models. Many backpackers will be 
using basic mobile phones. Sometimes they purposely carry older models 
because of the possibility of theft. Supporting both high and low end devices will 
be a necessity for the near future, while supporting new phones which will 
eventually become dominant. 
4. Both mobile and static devices. Internet cafes are widely used and some 
travellers will probably prefer the better user-experience of large screen displays. 
They may use services while surfing the web for instance. Others will need to 
book from remote locations or from situations where they can’t or don’t want to 
access a desktop. 
5. Continued secure power supply. Longer battery life could be supported, or 
safer charging methods such as using a separate charger and extra battery. This 
extends battery life and doesn’t risk the device while charging. 
6. Flexible planning. Some travellers will want to and others won't. And some 
will use it only it certain cases. Supporting varying levels of planning for different 
types of users. Advice on when it is necessary to plan might be useful. 
7. Encourage inexpensive activities as a consequence of the design. For 
example, steer them towards swimming not scuba. Backpackers in our study 
complained about, or were concerned by, the cost of travel. Defaulting to cheaper 
recommendations would result in less complaints. 
8. Coexist well with other surrounding backpacker technology it will be 
used with. Backpackers use a lot of other gear, and some of it is carried in small 
backpacks or on their person. If a device doesn’t fit well it will be left back at the 
hostel, or at home. 
9. Rapid updating of travel information. The travel environment changes and 
an information source or medium to document it needs to change with it. 
10. Adding personal comments to travel information presented in the 
interface. We talked to backpackers who wrote comments about places in their 
guidebooks, and others who recorded accounts of where they went. Allowing free 
mark-up, and probably exchange of these notes with others is a natural extension 
of normal travelling behaviour. 
11. Accurate information, and methods to ensure it's continued accuracy. 
Trust in a product declines when the information is incorrect. Accuracy isn’t only 
about frequency of updating; it is also about reliability of the authors and methods 
of making sure changes are used by others. 
12. Avoid individual author bias, or make it explicit, and provide other 
viewpoints. The best path to truth is from multiple perspectives. Allow 
backpackers to see multiple perspectives, find those they agree with and give 
them methods of evaluating their worth and accuracy. 
13. Sufficient detail of travel information for the current region the 
backpacker is in. This will depend on the situation, goals and activities of the 
user. We observed backpackers asking very detailed questions about the spaces 
they are in. 
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14. Practical activities in the current environment. Backpackers need to do 
practical things in unfamiliar environments. These include finding bathrooms, 
food, water, transportation and many other things. They often have to ask 
questions about this and frequently miss available options (e.g. a public bathroom 
that is close by.) 
15. Finding other sources of information. Information centres or other people 
(locals or travellers) are often good sources of localized information. Finding good 
quality information resources is sometimes difficult. We observed backpackers 
asking where tourist information centres were and asking the wrong people for 
information they needed at times. 
16. Different levels of travel-cost, without inconveniencing individual cost 
groups. Some people travel with more money than others. Guidebooks might 
allocate a portion of the book to higher priced items, which would never be used 
by some travellers. This inconveniences the other travellers with more weight and 
extra navigation and less advice in the areas they want. Finding ways around this 
is necessary. 
17. If maps are provided, support finding the current location (and possibly 
orientation) on it. We observed several backpackers who were confused about 
where they were, and even experience map users still tried to find their location. 
It is a basic and heavily used function. 
18. Using while moving, with interruptions and in distracting environments. 
Backpackers in this study used most of their devices amongst other people, were 
interrupted by others, multitasked conversations and walked in very busy 
situations. Designing for the worst-case scenario means it will be highly usable 
for the more common and less extreme situations. 
19. Usage at night, in direct sunlight and in highly noisy environments. We 
observed users using devices in dark rooms in the animal park, in bright sunlight 
and areas with traffic or loud talking. This will affect types of screens, backlights, 
use of audio output and other interaction methods. 
20. Usage in environments where the primary user is also holding 
simultaneous verbal conversations with others. Particularly younger 
backpackers are being observed listening to music players, chatting via SMS, 
looking at photos on cameras and talking all at the same time. Expect the user to 
not give you their full attention. 
21. Encourage useful exchanges of desired information within user groups. 
Particularly, exchanges where one has information another needs soon. It is best 
in cases where each has desired information, which supports reciprocity. It is also 
useful where both partners are likely to stay in the same place for a while and 
social capital can build from unequal information exchanges.  
22. Sharing of physical goods and resources between backpackers. We 
observed backpackers exchanging items frequently and giving gifts to each other. 
Exchange of resources assists strengthening social ties and helps backpackers 
form support networks. 
23. Interaction with primary owner when they are not holding it, or when it 
is being shared with others. We witnessed technology being exchanged by 
backpackers. Recent mobile phone research has shown extensive sharing of 
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devices. The design should accommodate this possibly by maintaining 
communication with the original owner. 
24. "Showing off" the product to others. Technologies are used to attract 
others or advertise personal attributes. Guidebooks are used in this way and we 
say mobile phones, iPods and cameras used in this manner. Some designs 
facilitate this more than others. 
25. "Fiddling" with the interface. Small playful movements for no purpose. We 
witnessed backpackers frequently playing with small items in their hands or bags, 
often while sitting. Devices that support this will be more visible and talked about 
and probably have better adoption rates because of it. 
26. Local and remote sharing of information resources (gift giving) obtained 
from usage. Backpackers were observed offering to mail each other photos. We 
also observed sharing of photos directly via cameras. Supporting sharing while 
together and apart is important. 
27. Maintenance or usage of the device by multiple users. The device will 
eventually be used by others, even if it is designed for one. Supporting hiding 
private information from new users or supporting different user needs may be 
relevant. 
28. Maintain a friendly and relaxed dialogue with the backpacker. They 
already have this and want it supported and reciprocated.  
29. Finding memorable travel moments. These are by definition subjective and 
backpackers should define and rate their own. We observed backpackers sharing 
these moment quite freely amongst other backpackers. 
30. Spontaneity. Backpackers are willing to do things on short notice. Give them 
the option with timely information. 
31. Advertising backpacker status to other backpackers (or finding other 
backpackers). Backpackers tend to be social and like meeting people with 
information they need. Some expressed a desire to meet up with others for 
various types of activities. 
32. Complaining and critical review. Backpackers need to be able to rate and 
comment on everything. We observed them doing this naturally, but it has yet to 
be networked. 
33. Different languages. This applies both for the backpacker and for 
interpreting the environment. Many backpackers speak English as a second or 
third language. Word definitions, translations of signs in the environment or 
announcements and some topics of conversation were issues for backpackers 
we observed. 
34. Finding the "cheapest available option". In addition to supporting travellers 
with different budgets, simply supporting the bottom line is useful. Knowing what 
the cheapest option is allows all travellers to choose where they want to be on 
the quality scale. 
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35. Plan for the device/service to be lost/stolen. We talked to backpackers 
who had lost items. To minimize impact of this, design for the case of it 
happening and reduce the damage to the user.  
36. The central network going down or is unavailable. Networks won't always 
be available. Remote locations are common. Backpackers may not always want 
to use official networks. This indicates the need to support local, peer to peer, ad-
hoc and cost-efficient networks as alternatives to other methods. 
37. Low weight and small size. Backpackers carry a lot and prioritize lighter and 
smaller items. Size is more critical depending on where it is carried (e.g. pocket 
or wrist). 
38. Provide entertainment in times of boredom. Backpackers regularly have 
boring periods during travel situations. Fun group activities would be appropriate. 
39. Helping backpackers to communicate easier. Phone cards, SMS, voice 
calls on mobile phones, email and in person discussion were used by 
backpackers to contact home, family and friends. All of these methods have 
usability problems and providing more efficient or enjoyable solutions is needed. 
40. Different types of travellers travel differently: support each group 
defined in the user profiles. Different designs may be necessary for different 
user groups. Not all backpackers are the same. 
41. Short stays and long stays. Backpackers often settle in a few locations 
briefly. Needs change during longer stays and social networks frequently grow 
larger and stronger. Support the backpacker with information fitting both 
situations. 
42. Desired positions on the Design Spectrums. Different user groups may 
have different needs and consequently different locations will be appropriate on 
the Design Spectrums for them (see Section 5.3). Incorporate this into design 
ideas. 
43. If the product stores media, it should be large enough to accommodate 
media collected over a trip of at least 6 months, or have other provisions 
for removing media in a safe manner. The participants in this study had 
travelled for over a month and were travelling longer. Some backpackers travel 
up to several years. Many backpackers record their travels in some way and 
providing sufficient storage for longer periods of time should be supported. 
44. If group device: Sharing of strategies for locations. There are often ways 
to get the most out of a situation, but you only learn it after being there. Methods 
of sharing these strategies would be useful for the community. 
45. If group based, support splitting and joining of groups. Backpackers 
frequently split and rejoin. This means some collaboration will occur remotely and 
some collocated. We have observed this happening on both the short term 
(several hours) and long term (weeks or months). Support different 
communication methods for these scenarios. 
46. If group device, support natural relationship building stages in groups 
(if community device, support same). Groups have stages of development. 
Certain types of activities will be inappropriate at certain stages.  
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47. If community based, let backpackers share ideas about how to have fun. 
Some are good at finding unexpected ways to enjoy themselves. A method of 
sharing these ideas would be likely to increase quality of the travel experience for 
larger groups. 
48. If mobile device, be compatible with carrying in small backpack, pants 
pockets, or other clothing. Handheld devices need to fit in pockets with other 
typical objects. They need to be aesthetically pleasing. How the device is used is 
dependent on how other devices are used. 
5.9 Mobile Device Design Concepts Resulting From Observations 
A comprehensive list of problems, either indicated by backpackers or noticed in 
observations of them, resulted in the following proposed device features.  
5.9.1 User Environment Design 
A User Environment Design was also created to graph these features and show 
linkages between them (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998). 
Figure 25: A user environment design (functional map) showing relationships between 
proposed features. These features are shown in more detail in the table below. 
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5.9.2 Proposed Task Oriented Features 
 
Feature Description Applications / Requirements / Comments
Source Data / Justifications 
• Proposed features have been excised from this document due to an ongoing patenting and 
commercialization process. 
 
5.9.3 Low-fidelity Prototypes 
Primitive prototypes (seeFigure 26) have been developed with accompanying 
functionality scenarios. These prototypes will be given to backpackers to use for real 
needs during the field trip. Situations where they want to use them will be 
documented and problems identified. Backpackers will present their device to the 
group along with potential uses for it in the post-activity workshop. 
5.9.4 Medium-fidelity Prototypes 
Prototype interfaces (For example see Figure 27), are being developed which may 
be useful in future design sessions. Requirements analysis and identification of 
necessary functionality has not yet been completed, however, prototypes can provide 
a mechanism for explaining goals of the project to other stakeholders when the 
project is in early stages.  
 
Figure 26: Low-fidelity device prototypes 
used in MIS-2. 
Figure 27: A medium-fidelity prototype 
handheld travel assistant showing 
situational alerts and community authoring. 
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5.9.5 Usage Scenarios 
We have not yet produced scenarios from study observation logs. Scenarios could 
easily be generated using situations we observed and logs of interactions. Audio logs  
show exact language backpackers used in certain situations. These snapshots could 
help communicate backpacker requirements and usage situations to external parties. 
6 Conclusion 
A study on Mobile Information Sharing (MIS) was run with six backpackers staying at 
a hostel in Brisbane, Australia. The study examined behaviour and communication 
patterns between participants as they walked through the city, travelled on a boat 
cruise and around an animal park. Additional workshops gained social network data 
and investigated design concepts for a mobile travel assistant. 
The concept of ‘extreme mobility’ and a mobility chart have been introduced as a way 
to differentiate between different kinds of mobile users, and to analyse phases in the 
study. Results from the study include product ideas, group interaction patterns and 
issues using mobile, group research methods.  
Group behaviour was found to change based on both phase of the field trip and 
environmental factors. Reasonably static environments such as a docked boat 
supported abstract conversations and technology sharing. Changing environments 
such as the animal park provided new external stimuli which tended to dominate 
conversational topics. Changes were observed between the same activities at 
different times of day, such as busy and quiet times in a mall. Backpackers naturally 
gossiped about travel information and used various technologies during the field trip. 
Two observers, one video camera, one notepad and two digital audio-recorders were 
used to record group behaviour. Video was problematic due to social and logistical 
issues. Audio recording worked well but required an additional unit. We recommend 
a combination of multiple audio recorders and in-person observations. 
Participatory activities yielded insights into effective uses of collaborative methods 
with users. A low-fidelity prototype of a pairing system was evaluated with users, 
resulting in feedback on what types of pairings are effective. Backpacker participation 
in the field trip resulted in a list of design problems, and feedback on proposed 
design ideas grounded in actual, recent experience. Participatory activities combined 
with the in-situ field trip were complementary and provided a common, recent 
experience for users to relate to. Feedback from all stages of the study were used to 
formulate a list of high-level requirements for the proposed travel assistant. Observed 
difficulties and enjoyable moments resulted in the formation of 35 design proposals. 
These issues will be explored further in future planned iterations of the study (e.g. 
MIS-2) which will introduce many of the changes suggested above. It will focus 
primarily on mobile groups evaluating and changing low-fidelity prototypes while 
moving and further evaluate the social pairing system. 
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7 Appendix A: Consent Form 
Form in which participants were informed of their rights and what would be expected 
of them. 
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8 Appendix B: Pre-study Questionnaire – Page 1 & 2 
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The Pre-study Questionnaire asked questions about where people had travelled, or 
were planning to travel in the near future. 
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9 Appendix C: Post-study Questionnaire – Page 1 & 2 
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The Post-Study Questionnaire questions explored how the group of backpackers felt 
about each other after the field trip and which discussion they had had with other 
backpackers from the list of questions they had previously expressed an interest in. 
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10 Appendix D: Pairing Charts 
A pairing chart created by an experimenter. On the left, there is a category for each 
backpacker and a section for “been” and “going”. On the right is a connections 
section, with a sub-section for each backpacker pairing. 
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11 Appendix E: Returned Postcard 
A postcard returned from the study which shows a backpacker did an activity with 
another participant following the study. They also communicated by mobile to say 
hello. The locations were used to determine accuracy of projected travel plans and 
movement patterns. 
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12 Appendix F: A Cruise Ticket 
 
A cruise ticket for the cruise to Lone Pine. 
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